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Aaronic priesthood. See Priesthood
Abolitionism, 224, 307n619
Abraham (biblical figure), xxiii–xxiv, 35–36, 39–42, 95, 345. See also Book of Abraham
Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library (Springfield, Ill.), 527
Adam (biblical figure), 25, 41, 149, 260n84, 342, 345
Adam-ondi-Ahman, Mo., 25, 414
Adams, George Washington Joshua: id., 440; directed to return from mission, 259, 262; JS writes to, 308; visits JS, 133, 137, 151, 157n529; writes letter to Boston Bee, 297
Adams, James: id., 440; accompanies JS to Montrose, 80; bonded as security for JS, 204; converses with JS, 214; and endowment ceremony, 53; JS and party sup with in Springfield, 197; mentioned, 54, 110, 200, 205, 208, 209, 211, 215, 225, 234, 235, 236
Adams, John Quincy, 441 (id.), 15–16, 21, 21n63, 64n252
Allen, Mr., 199n59
Alred, James, 508, 515
Alred, Mrs., 312n646
Alred, Reuben W., 309, 313n653
Altrex, William Moore, 14n3, 77
Alton, Ill., 414 (id.), 129n445, 174n578, 253, 352
Alton (Ill.) Telegraph, 265, 308n621
Amaranth (steamboat), 351–352
American House (Springfield, Ill.), 414 (id.), 204, 207 (illus.), 211
Amsterdam, 37n127, 49n181
Ancient of days, 25n69, 54n198, 260, 342
Ancient order, 26, 54n198, 73
Anderson, Moses K., 91n345
Angels, 25–258, 324, 342
Angels, Mother, 171n565
Annis, John C., 263
Apollyon, 347
Apolyte (Melchizedek priesthood office). See Quorum of the Twelve Apostles
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Ariel (steamboat), 47
Arlington House (Flatbush, N.Y.), 414 (id.), 134 (illus.). See also Bennet, James Arlington
Articles of Faith, 530
Astronomy: atmospheric anomaly observed, 310, 311 (illus.), 314, 315 (illus.), and Book of Abraham, 40; circle observed around moon, 308; comet observed, 305n606, 314n654; "dark stripe" observed in night sky, 314; parhelia, 310, 311 (illus.), 314, 315 (illus.), 316, 317 (illus.); W. Richards sees "stream of light" in sky, 305
Auctions, 33n107, 50n184, 56n214
Augusta, Ia., 414 (id.), 316, 373n972, 375
Avard, Sampson, 60
Babylon, 308, 349
Bachman, George, 327, 406
Backenstos, Jacob B.: id., 441; accompanies JS to Ramus, 321–327, 403–406; affi davit supporting JS, 216, 389–390; as Nauvoo Legion aide-de-camp, 518 (chart); and Nauvoo Masonic Lodge, 50; JS stays at home of, 327; mentioned, 55n204, 210, 246, 389
Bagby, Walter, 39, 40n137, 276
Bair, John, 259n381
Baker, Edward Dickinson, 441 (id.), 210
Bank of Missouri, 350n843
Bankruptcy: Bankruptcy Act of 1841, 51n189, 51n191; JS and others petition for, 50n187, 51; JS bankruptcy hearing, 167, 170, 172, 173, 177, 350n843; JS meets with Justin Butterfield concerning, 134
Baptism: def., 522; as fundamental ordinance, 209; for healing the sick, 161; by immersion, 147; of Jesus Christ, 251; and John the Baptist, 249n305, 251, 343. Baptism or rebaptism of specific persons: J. A. Bennet, 155n155; O. Cowdery, 371n957; L. Granger, 248; D. Jones, 352; Esqr. Mifflin, 318; J. Moore, 17; O. Pratt, 248; S. Pratt, 248; ES, 161; John Taylor, 471n170; W. Woodruff, 471n170; one hundred seven uniden. persons, 47; sixty or seventy uniden. persons in river, 46; thirteen uniden. persons by T. Gillet, 17; three uniden. persons, 321; uniden. man who wanted sign, 258
Baptism for the dead: to be performed only in temple, 19n52; and Bible, 471n170; fi rst performances of, 19n51; instructions for recording, 132, 145–147, 150n507; overview, xviii; of S. Rigdon, in behalf of his parents, 19; JS discourse on, 47; JS letters to Saints concerning, 131–133, 143–150; in temple font, 46, 73; mentioned, 362n902
Bennet, James Arlington: id., 442: Arlington House, 414 (id.), 134 (illus.); correspondence concerning T. Carlin, 191; correspondence with JS, 133, 294–295, 308, 309n628, 312, 313; donates books for benefi t of Nauvoo temple, 137, 142; meets W. Richards in New York, 191n15; and Nauvoo Legion, 135n462, 139, 315 (chart); JS requests help from, 141–142; and The Wasp, 309n630; mentioned, 136
Letters: from JS, 8 Sept. 1842, 137–143; to JS, 16 Aug. 1842, 135–137; to JS, 1 Sept. 1842, 154–156
Bennet, Sophia, 154
Bennett, James Gordon: id., 442; anti-Mormon activities of, 136, 155, 308n628; named aide-de-camp in Nauvoo Legion, 518 (chart); mentioned, 139, 156
Bennett, John Cook: id., 443; accuses JS of keeping "seraglio," 274n438; anti-Mormon activities of, 79n312, 103, 120, 135–136, 136n465, 155; attempts to have JS extradited to Missouri, 245–246, 308n628, 312; conduct and character of, 58n222, 68, 100, 120, 121; confl ict with JS, 53, 53n196, 60, 67n269, 68n275, 75n302, 75n304, 79, 122, 154–155; debates JS concerning "Lamanites and Negroes," 27, 30; excommunication of, 51n207, 60, 63; image of, 59 (illus.); Masonic lodge activities, 63, 65, 67, 75; as mayor of Nauvoo, 33, 43, 58, 60, 77, 51 (chart); as member of First Presidency, 505–506 (chart); and Nauvoo Legion, 73, 75n335, 102, 514–515 (chart), 516 (chart); and Nauvoo post offi ce, 142; and plural marriage, xxxv–xxx; relationship with S. Pratt, 75n304, 77; S. Rigdon and, 330–331; JS publishes statement criticizing, 73n293; visits J. A. Bennet, 135; mentioned, 42, 71, 97, 109, 110n400, 131n447, 137, 138–139, 166, 257, 319, 371n963, 373n973
Bennett, Samuel C.: id., 443; addresses Saints arriving in Nauvoo, 164; as city alderman, 296,
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513 (chart); as Nauvoo Legion surgeon, 521 (chart); Nauvoo property holdings, 436–437 (map); JS invites to dinner party, 243; JS visits, 362; witness at Dana v. Brink trial, 281, 285, 289, 292

Bennett, Selina, 33
Bernhisel, John, 135, 138

Bible: and baptism for the dead, 47n170; errors in translation of, 263; placed in cornerstone of Nauvoo House, 20; placed in cornerstone of temple, 73n293; JS Bible revision, 29n87, 530; JS views on interpretation of, 251; mentioned, 45, 208, 209

Bills, John, 517
Binelo, J. M., 518

Birthday celebrations, 39n135, 46

Bishop (Aaronic priesthood office): def., 522; bishops in Nauvoo, 145n493, 508–509 (chart); JS counsels with bishops, 63; N. Whitney as, 24–25; W. Wightman as, 10

Bishop, Francis Gladden, 443 (id.), 43–44

Blacks. See Negroes
Blodget, Newman G., 374

Boggs, Lilburn W.: id., 444; affidavit against JS, 79n312, 84, 112, 176 (text copied in journal), 177, 203n76, 219, 222, 231, 232, 233, 235, 379–380 (full text); corrupt conduct of, 68, 109, 113, 120, 123; image of, 82 (illus.); shooting of, 57, 62, 81, 210; JS accused of predicting violent death of, 101; mentioned, 75n303, 111, 129, 140, 179, 216, 218, 242, 309n631, 312n642, 313n652, 335, 381, 384, 386, 390–393, 397–401. See also Extradition—Missouri extradition attempt, 1842–1843

Book of Abraham: astronomy and, 40, 196n443; images from, 35 (illus.), 41 (illus.); overview, xxiii; as part of Pearl of Great Price, 530; publication of, 39, 40, 42; woodcut for illustration of, 36, 39. See also Abraham

Book of Commandments, 530, 549–555

Book of covenants. See Doctrine and Covenants
Book of Mormon: A. Lyman discourse on, 35n841; overview, 529–530; placed in cornerstone of Nauvoo House, 19, 20; placed in cornerstone of temple, 73n293; and plural marriage, xxiv; prophecies concerning last days, 97–99; JS prepares for republication, 26–27, 29n87, 30, 32; and witnesses to gold plates, 149, 370n954; mentioned, 236, 359

Book of Moses, 530

Book of the Law of God, 7

Book of the Law of the Lord: chronological index to journal entries in, 9; W. Clayton retains custody of, 188; contemporaneous and noncontemporaneous journal entries in, 162 (illus.); donations recorded in, 15n38, 22 (illus.), 70n283, 17n468; image of, xiv (illus.), 2 (illus.); image of in Van Sickle painting, 366 (illus.); letters copied in, 100–114; names and deeds of faithful friends recorded in, 93–95, 115–119; overview, 3–9; prayer recorded in, 117–119; revelations recorded in, 5, 19n53; JS reads, 71, 86, 119; title page, 6 (illus.); transferred from W. Richards to W. Clayton, 71–73, 72 (illus.); mentioned, 321

Boston, Mass., 415 (id.), 297, 300, 369

Boston Bee, 297, 300, 312, 321n690

Boston Courier, xxviii

Boston Investigator, xxviii

Bostwick, George, 281n485, 291–292

Botany Bay (Australia), 222

Bowen, Br., 64

Bowman, Br., 209

Bowman, Julia Stringham, 209

Boynton, John Farnham, 444 (id.), 124, 125

Brackett, William, 279n469

Branch (ecclesiastical unit): decisions of may be appealed, 335; responsibilities of Twelve concerning, xix; mentioned, 10, 145n493, 17n43, 249, 316n664

Branflywine, Pa., 39

Brassfield, John, 279

Brewer, Col., 80

Brewery, 299, 302

Brewster, James, 205–206

Brewster, Zephaniah, 205–206

Bridgwood, Mr., 212

Brink, Dana v. See Dana v. Brink

Brink, William Bicking: id., 445; appeals decision in malpractice case, 303n602, 320, 352, 363–364; complains of unfair treatment in malpractice trial, 301; malpractice case against, 267, 280–293

British Isles: donations from Saints in, 17n45, 47; emigration from, 16, 47, 47n171, 66n264, 351–352; financial arrangements for migration from, 18, 57n215; P. Melling brings donations from, 42; Parliament passes Habeas Corpus Act, 218; mentioned, 318, 358n880, 368, 405

Missions to: of A. Fielding, 42n143, 56–57; of O. Pratt, 75n304; of P. Pratt, 56–57, 256n362; of Quorum of Twelve, 11n26, 248, 256n362; of
British Isles (continued)
J. Snider, 16–17, 38, 47, 47n169, 249, 275; of L. Snow, 367n936
Brooklyn, Ill., 415 (id.), 242
Brooks, Lester, 445 (id.)
Letter: from JS, 13
Browett, Daniel, 374n980
Brown, Henry, 211
Brown, Pelatiah, 339, 345, 347
Brown, Samuel, 277n459
Brown, Uriah, 445 (id.), 196, 241–242
Browning, Orville H., 214
Brunson, Seymour, xviii
Bryan, John A., 264
Bulletin (St. Louis), xxx, 79n312
Burdick, Thomas, 48n176, 65n258, 313
Cahoon, Andrew, 303n600
Cahoon, Daniel, 303n600
Cahoon, Pulaski, 303n600, 340n775
Cahoon, Reynolds: id., 446; forms Carter, Cahoon & Company, 276n453; as member of Nauvoo temple committee, 15, 169n559, 333, 340–341, 509 (chart); as Nauvoo Legion guard, 516 (chart); participates in baptisms for the dead, 19; JS invites to dinner party, 244; JS recounts story concerning, 302; visits JS in hiding, 164n543; mentioned, 173, 301n601, 348
Cahoon, William Farrington, 255n356, 340
Cain (biblical figure), 30
Caldwell Co., Mo., 122n425, 312n647
California, 205
Calkins, Israel, 509
Calomel, 281n486, 356
Camp of Israel (Zion’s Camp), 358n880
Canada, 415 (id.), 351
Canfield, John, 193n29
Cannon, 90n340, 241, 318
Capital punishment, 295, 296–297
Capitol, Illinois State (Springfield, Ill.), 206, 207
illus.)
Carlin, Thomas: id., 446; and arrest warrant for JS, 79n312, 81, 83, 84, 85, 219–220, 222; believes JS left Nauvoo in disguise, 200; corrupt conduct of, 68, 88, 108, 109, 123; discounts threat of violence, 103, 114, 152; S. Douglas and, 161; T. Ford declines to rescind proclamation of, 179–181; image of, 82 (illus.); proclamation of offers reward for capture of JS, 160, 203, 235, 381–382 (full text); receives petitions supporting JS, 111n401; JS writes to regarding rumors of mobs, 77n307; mentioned, 75n303, 112, 125, 140, 156, 174, 177, 178, 191, 194, 237, 333, 383, 509. See also Extradition—Missouri extradition attempt, 1842–1843
Carn, Daniel, 508
Carter, Cahoon & Company, 276
Carter, Jared, 446 (id.), 276n453, 319
Carter, William, 308n623
Carthage, Ill.: id., 415; habeas corpus writ sought at, 194, 195; O. Olney taken to, 278; JS and others testify to insolvency at, 51; JS killed at, 189; JS stays at home of J. Backenstos in, 327, 405; mentioned, 66, 91, 92, 161, 162, 194, 195, 210, 243, 268, 302n996, 325, 327, 362n899, 405, 406
Cass Co., Ill., 415 (id.), 206
Catholicism, 208, 275, 347, 348
Cayenne pepper, 281n486, 284n502, 286, 287, 288, 357
Cemetery (Nauvoo, Ill.). See Old burying ground (Nauvoo, Ill.)
Chambers, John, 447 (id.), 83, 85, 90n338, 125, 300, 335
Charity, xxiii, 53, 169, 309
Charles, John F., 14, 62, 64n252
Charles II, 218
Chase, Ezra, 32, 36, 68n274, 70, 70n284
Chase, Isaac, 260
Chester, Ill., 352n854
Chicago, Ill.: id., 415; city charter, xv n7, 174; A. Fuller appointed to serve mission to, 164n42, 20–21; mentioned, 313, 323
Chicago (Ill.) Express, 279
Childs, John, 69
Cholera, 200
Christian Secretary (Hartford, Conn.), 326n717
Church of England, 348
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints: ecclesiastical officers, 505–509 (chart); incorporation of in Illinois, 332; members sustain JS at Sunday meeting, 99; name variants, 115, 133, 145, 149, 211, 329; political preferences of members, xvi, 235
Cincinnati, Ohio, 339, 369n946
Clapp, Benjamin, 254, 255
Clark, Hiram, 42
Clark, John Bullock, 447 (id.), 198
Clark, Sylvia Porter Sessions Lyon, 447 (id.), xxvii, 193
Clark, William O., 301
Clayton, William: id., 447; accompanies JS, 165, 234, 321–327, 362; affidavit supporting JS, 388–389; assists in recorder's office, 7; and Book of the Law of the Lord, 71–73, 94–95, 188; as city treasurer, 261n388, 299, 513 (chart); copies documents concerning extradition case, 235n233; handwriting of, 72 (illus.), 73–99, 105–131, 133–137, 142, 143, 144 (illus.), 150–183, 162 (illus.), 182 (illus.), 183–387, 389–390, 403–406; image of, xx (illus.); journal of as source for JS journal, 403–406, 527; and land transactions, 73, 74, 78, 299n575, 351n844, 355n863; and plural marriage, xxv; residence, 436–437 (map); as scribe for 1841–1842 journal, 5, 8; and settlement with E. Hunter, 133; and JS habeas corpus hearing, 194, 195, 216; JS invites to dinner party, 243; as temple recorder, 8, 9, 188, 333, 340, 340n774, 370, 509 (chart); travels to Springfield for JS bankruptcy hearing, 173; travels with JS toward Shokokon, 34n657; visits JS in hiding, 83, 85, 86, 92; mentioned, 89–90, 109, 114, 186, 193n24, 248n304, 276, 301, 350, 371, 374n974
Cleminson (Clemenson), John James, 448 (id.), 199
Cleminson (Clemenson), Lydia Lightner, 199
Cleveland, Sarah M. Kingsley, 45
Coal mine (JS's, Hancock Co., Ill.), 24
Cochran, John, 236
Colesville, N.Y., 149, 209, 213n146
Colt, Samuel, 242
Coltrin, Graham, 374
Coltrin, John, 374
Coltrin, Zebedee, 448 (id.), 369, 370n951, 374
Letter: from JS, 13
Columbia, Mo., 279n468, 354n860
Columbus, Ill., 318n667
Commerce, Ill.: id., 415; land purchases in, 29n86, 327n718, 432 (map); as place of gathering, xiii, 354; settlement of, 262n394; JS refuses to pay taxes for, 39–40; subsumed by Nauvoo, xv; mentioned, 172n574, 233. See also Nauvoo, Ill.
Committee house (Nauvoo, Ill.), 415 (id.), 15, 160, 166
Conferences (church meetings): def., 522; general conferences not to be held until temple completed, 19n52, 49n179, 329n722; Quorum of Twelve hold, 100, 369n946; H. Smith to call, 123; JS compares conference to Millennium, 343
Conferences (church units in England), 16, 18
Confirmation, 522 (def.), 46, 47n170
Conflict: “band of desperadoes” operates in Nauvoo, 316n666; courtroom disturbance, 204; G. Granger refuses to give church records to JS, 40; “outrages” in Missouri against Mormons, 130; rumors concerning S. Rigdon, 71n287; JS breaks up fight, 268; JS recounts 1838–1839 conflict with Missourians, 198–200. See also Opposition; Smith, Joseph, Jr.—Conflict
Conflict between specific individuals: J. Canfield and G. Morey, 193n29; G. Coltrin and A. Mathews, 374–375; R. Foster and S. H. Smith, 61; Wilson Law and M. Nickerson, 267; H. Smith and J. C. Bennett, 58n222; JS and Baptist “priest,” 209; JS and A. Davis, 170; JS and Chauncey Higbee, 63; JS and T. Hunter, 170; JS and Hiram Kimball, 48; JS and Nauvoo businessmen, 58n225, 271–273; JS and S. Rigdon, 55n209, 56n212, 71, 260n87, 319; JS and G. Robinson, 172; JS and D. Stafford, 209; stonecutters and temple building committee, 169–170
Congregational church (Quincy, Ill.), 307–308
Congress, U.S.: authority of in extradition case, 220, 228, 230, 232; and U. Brown inventions for national defense, 241n262, 242n267; denies redress for Mormon losses in Missouri, xv; and petition against slavery, 268; mentioned, 203, 233, 278
Consecration, 522 (def.), 68. See also Finances and Donations; Tithing
Constantine, 347
Constantinople, 37n127, 49n181
Constitution, U.S.: T. Carlin refers to authority of, 111n401, 127; and extradition, 84n327, 129n446,
Constitution, U.S. (continued)
177, 183n600, 203, 228, 230, 231; extradition of JS as violation of, 87, 113, 140, 176n85, 219; and Nauvoo municipal charter, 191n16; and protection of Mormon rights, 62n243, 100–101, 151–152; T. Reynolds requisition based on authority of, 179, 219; and search and seizure, 125; JS expresses views on, 277–278; mentioned, 111, 130, 143, 224, 268

Cooke, George, 517
Coolidge, Joseph, 55

Correspondence. See Record keeping—Letters recorded in journals

Counterfeiting, 296

Covey, Benjamin, 173

Cowan, John F.: id., 448; as Nauvoo Legion aide-de-camp, 358, 363, 515 (chart); offers city lots in Shokokon, 266; requests Mormon preacher for Shokokon, 259, 277n457, 358n878; travels with JS to Shokokon, 265–266; visits J. Chambers on behalf of JS, 300; visits with JS, 276; mentioned, 264, 280n478

Cowdery, Oliver: id., 448; Quorum of Twelve write to, 370; rebaptism of, 371n957; mentioned, 212, 213, 331n728, 369n947, 506n1

Cowles, Austin, 449 (id.), 32, 508

Crane, Michael Quiggle, 450 (id.), 265, 266

Crane, Sis., 263

Cutler, Alpheus: id., 450; as member of Nauvoo high council, 508 (chart); as member of temple committee, 169n559, 334, 340–341, 372n970, 509 (chart); as Nauvoo Legion guard, 516 (chart); petitions JS to publish court decision, 303n601; JS invites to dinner party, 244; mentioned, 173

Daily Missouri Republican (St. Louis), 323

Dana, Charles Root, 280: id., 450; fears W. Brink will not pay judgment, 303; malpractice case against W. Brink, 267, 280–293, 301; mentioned, 352n835, 363n912, 354

Dana, Margaret Kennedy, 450 (id.), 280–293, 352n835

Dana v. Brink: W. Brink appeals decision in, 303n602, 320, 352, 163–164; brought before mayor’s court, 267, 280–293; overview, 280; JS decides in favor of Dana, 301; mentioned, 294, 297, 299, 300, 303

Daniel (biblical figure), 325, 345–347, 348, 405

Darby, John, 205

Dartmouth College (Hanover, N.H.), 290n522

Davis Co., Mo., 25n69, 199n60, 279, 312n647, 354

Davis, Amos: id., 451; Nauvoo property holdings, 436–437 (map); J. Pitman and others dine at home of, 125–126; JS accuses of slander, 170; JS visits, 42; trial of for illegal liquor sales, 171, 172; trial of for indecent language, 43

Davis, Daniel C., 157, 336n755

Davis, Jacob Cunningham: id., 451; appointed clerk by S. Douglas, 15–16; as state senator, 195, 210, 211; mentioned, 389

Davis, Nauvoo v., 43

Davis, Sis., 263

Dayton, Hiram, 267

Dean, Amos, 518

Deaths: L. Barnes, 358, 359; J. Bates, 361n894; O. Granger, 32n104, 40n138, 256n360; V. Knight, 80; E. Lawrence, 48n176; A. Lyon, 193; E. Marks, 50n183; J. Mulholland, xiii; Edward Partridge, 509; E. Rhodes, 48n175, 168n555; Alvin Smith, 116, 356n870; Don Carlos Smith (brother of JS), 117; Don Carlos Smith (son of JS), xxi; Joseph Smith Sr., 116; R. Thompson, 171n566; P. Whitmer Jr., 212n136; uniden. child, 63

Debate, 27, 30, 33

Debts. See Finances and money—Debts

Decker, Isaac, 16n41

Democratic Party, xvi, 106n394, 237

Derby, Erastus H.: id., 451; accompanies JS in hiding, 83, 96, 107–108, 126; handwriting of, 100–104; as Nauvoo Legion aide-de-camp, 519 (chart); as scribe for 1841–1842 journal, 4, 5, 8; JS blesses and records name in Book of the Law of the Lord, 93; visits Illinois and Missouri governors, 75, 79n313; mentioned, 84, 89–90, 109, 110, 131

Des Moines rapids, 250, 357

Des Moines River, 415 (id.), 243

Deuel, Mary, 281n485, 284

Devil. See Satan

Dibble, Philo, 521

Discipline, church: accuser must belong to same congregation as accused, 337; “A. Lits” summoned to appear before high council, 36–37, 37n123; of Saints purchasing land in Nauvoo “without the church,” 263–264. See also Opposition

Acquitted: J. Ells, 266; R. Foster, 62; J. Page, 49n181; D. Wood, 36

Disciplinary proceedings: F. G. Bishop, 44n155; T. Gillet, 17; B. Winchester, 367n937

Disfellowshipped or excommunicated: A. Babbitt, 13n29, 351n847; J. C. Bennett, 55n207, 60, 63, 154n514; F. G. Bishop, 43–44; O. Cowdery, 370n954; J. Ells, 266n417; T. Gillet,
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17; Chauncey Higbee, 62, 63; M. Martin, 337; O. Olney, 260; O. Pratt, 79n311, 99n365, 248n302, 253n354; seven uniden. members of Ramus stake, 10n22

Dispensation, 523 (def.), 26, 147, 148–149

dissent, 24n67, 97. See also Discipline, church; Opposition; and specific dissenters

Ditches, drainage, 356n869, 357

Divorce, 256

Dixon, Br., 263–264, 276, 279, 329, 363

Dixon, Christopher, 266

Dixon, George C., 452 (id.), 211, 389

Dixon, Sis., 329

Doctrine and Covenants: overview, 530; placed in cornerstone of Nauvoo House, 20; placed in cornerstone of temple, 73n295; preparation for republication of, 29n87, 254, 264n408; section numbering compared in various editions of, 549–555; JS reads from, 45; mentioned, 43

Specifc D&C sections:

Letter, 1 Sept. 1842, from JS on baptism for the dead [D&C 127], 131–133 (text in journal); Letter, 7 Sept. 1842, from JS on baptism for the dead [D&C 128], 143–150 (text in journal); Instruction, 2 Apr. 1843 [D&C 130], 324–326 (adapted in journal).

See also Revelation

Dodds, Sis., 339

Doniphan, Alexander William, 452 (id.), 198, 200n63, 309n631, 317n652

Douglas, Stephen Arnold: id., 452; image of, 217 (illus.); offers to assist Mormons, 174; signs affidavit supporting JS, 387–389; views on revocation of charters, 205; visits JS, 206; mentioned, 15–16, 34, 161, 194n30, 223, 225, 389

Draper, William, Jr., 452 (id.), 36

Dreams: S. Marks relates, 244; F. Smith relates, 70; JS interprets, 29, 247; JS relates, 195–196, 246, 247, 306, 309, 324

Driggs, Betsyann, 327n720

Driggs, Samuel, 327n720

Dudley, Julius, 453 (id.), 40

Dunham, Jonathan, 453 (id.), 84, 95

Dunham, Nathan, 327n720

Dunham, Richard, 327n720

Dunham, Jonathan, 453 (id.), 84, 95

Dunn, James, 266n417, 335

Durfee (Durphy), Elizabeth Davis. See Lott, Elizabeth Davis Durfee

Durfee (Durphy), Jabez, 453 (id.), 195n339, 243, 293, 297

Dutch, John, 454 (id.), 196, 236, 240

Duzette, Edward, 519

Dyer, C. V., 42n145

Eagle, John, 279, 518

Earth, 324, 348

Earthquakes, 306, 320, 323, 339, 360

Eddy, Cyrus L., 214, 246

Edinburgh, University of, 281n487

Edwards, Benjamin Stephenson: id., 454; image of, 175 (illus.); mentions, 225, 390, 393

Edward, Esais, 296, 436–437

Egyptian manuscripts. See Book of Abraham

Elder (Melchizedek priesthood office): def., 523; elders appointed to missions to counter false reports, 121; elders conference, 350–351, 371; elders may appeal decisions of branch, 355; elders to be sent on missions by Quorum of Twelve, 350n842, 367. See also Priesthood

Elders quorum, 17, 266n417

Elections: for city offices, 254, 255, 256; of county officers, 64, 80; for Illinois governor, 106n394, 280n476; Mormon voting patterns, 235; rules governing Nauvoo elections, 30n89, 58n223, 260n389; mentioned, 62n244, 261

“Elect lady,” 45

Elijah (biblical figure), 148

Elkin, William F., 203, 383–386, 390, 394

Ellis, Nancy Rigdon, 454 (id.), xxix, 55n209, 97

Ells, Hannah, 244

Els, Josiah, 454 (id.), 266

Emancipator, The (N.Y.), 224n207

Emmons, Sylvester: id., 455; as counsel for plain- tiff in Dana v. Brink, 282, 283; as member of city council, 253n357, 260n386, 312 (chart)

Endowment, 523 (def.), 53–54, 121

England. See British Isles

Enoch (biblical figure), 148

Enos, Salome Paddock, 455 (id.), 211

Ergot, 283n499, 286, 288, 290, 291, 292

ES. See Smith, Emma Hale

Esdras (apocryphal figure), 250n91

Europe, 247n296, 348n829

Evans, David, 509

Eve (biblical figure), 41

Evening and the Morning Star, The (Independence, Mo., and Kirtland, Ohio), 530

Excommunication. See Discipline, church

Extradition: constitutional requirement for, 84, 113, 129, 176–177, 222, 224; Illinois law concerning, 127

Missouri extradition attempt, 1840–1841: xix–xxi, 214n47

Missouri extradition attempt, 1842–1843: affidavits prepared for habeas corpus hearing, 210, 214, 387–390 (full text); L. Boggs affidavit, 176 (text in journal), 379–380 (full text); L. Boggs shooting, 57, 60n227, 62, 77n307; Justin
Extradition (continued)
Butterfield prepares petition concerning, 174–176; T. Carlin and ES correspond concerning, 174–176; T. Carlin sees extradition of JS as duty, 101, 127; documents relating to, 85, 376 (illus.), 377–402; T. Ford declines to rescind T. Carlin proclamation, 179–181; habeas corpus hearing concerning, 204, 215–225; and Iowa arrest warrant, 300, 320n683, 377–402; T. Reynolds requisition, 79n312, 156, 179 (text in journal), 380–381 (full text); JS arrested in Nauvoo, 81; JS directs Nauvoo Legion to rescue him if captured, 87–89; JS discharged from extradition, 227–233, 265n412, 312n647, 390–402 (full text); JS hides to avoid capture, 83–84, 93, 96, 104, 105, 106, 108–109, 119n417, 131–132, 162–163; JS not in Missouri at time of L. Boggs shooting, 113, 203–204; JS's friends consult with state officials concerning, 173; JS's home searched, 125. See also Habeas corpus hearing (Jan. 1843); Smith, Joseph, Jr.—Legal involvement

Missouri extradition attempt, 1843: 75n303, 79n312, 246, 308n628, 312
Ezekiel (biblical figure), 209

F
Fairfield, Ohio, 65n255
Faith, 18, 53n195, 209, 212–213, 354
Farm (JS's, Hancock Co., Ill.): id., 416; map, 433; JS visits, 67, 74, 78, 80, 165, 166, 313, 358
Farmington, Ia., 416 (id.), 243
Farmington, Ia., 416 (id.), 243
Farr, Winslow, 260
Far West, Mo.: id., 416; A. Doniphan leads militia troops to, 200n63; W. Marks to preside in, 25; as Mormon gathering place, 24n67; JS recalls events at, 198, 199n66, 200n63; mentioned, 122, 196n45, 256
Fasting, 245
Fayette, N.Y., 149
Female Relief Society of Nauvoo: def., 523; admits new members, 52; J. C. Bennett describes, 274; clears C. Marvel of slander charges, 46n168; R. Foster donates to, 275; members petition governor on behalf of JS, 102, 108n398, 111n401; ES appointed president of, 45; JS addresses concerning extradition attempt, 124; JS attends meetings of, 55–56, 63; JS instructs, 48, 52, 56n210, 63n250, 66n262, 150n507; JS organizes, 45, 46n168; JS writes “epistle” to, 48
Fidler, George, 279n467
Fidler, Henry, 279n467
Fielding, Amos, 45 (id.), 42, 42n143, 56–57, 57n215
Fielding, Joseph, 45 (id.), 16
Fields, A., 318, 319
Finances and money: agency of I. Galland revoked, 29; city council regulates currency, 274–275, 276–277, 277–278, 279, 295; coins placed in cornerstone, 20s, 73n295; compensation of members of Quorum of Twelve, 33; compensation of trustee-in-trust and others, 160; judgment against W. Brink in malpractice suit, 301; Kirtland Safety Society (church-owned bank), 24n67; prices of flour and wood, 16; settlement with O. Granger estate, 32; JS pays taxes, 39–40, 71; JS reckons with Foster, 313; JS refuses to pay taxes on Hotchkiss purchase, 277; Margaret Smith power of attorney, 42; temple committee members accused of misappropriating funds, 333; See also Smith, Joseph, Jr.—Finances and property
Debts: of Carter, Cahoon & Company, 276; A. Fuller settles, 16; of I. Galland to JS, 51n188; O. Granger to settle church business in Kirtland, 32n104, 40n138; high council proposes payment plan for JS debt, 178; Illinois law concerning attachment of property in cases of debt, 301n588; Kirtland properties to be turned out for debts, 24–25; of lumber operation, 68n274; mayor's court hears case involving R. Foster, 319; of J. Remick to JS, 153, 257, 336; sale of lands in Nauvoo help defray, 355; settlement with E. Chase, 36; settlement with E. Hunter, 133; settlement with W. Marks, 46, 48; settlement with R. Piers, 39; settlement with O. Snow, 39; H. Smith and others consign note with JS, 234–235; JS borrows from E. Sabin and J. Hatch, 193; JS borrows from E. Woolley and D. Spencer, 70; JS borrows to pay, 30, 57; JS compiles list of, 51; JS consigns note for purchase of steamboat, 177n589; JS incurs to buy land for settlement in Commerce, 264n405; JS pays, 65; JS pays Mr. Peck “for Wm. Manhard,” 254; of C. Street and others for steamboat, 350n843. See also Bankruptcy
Donations: J. A. Bennett donates books for benefit of Nauvoo temple, 117, 142; from British Saints, 42, 47n172, 249, 362; from Sis. Davis, 263; from R. Foster for Relief Society, 275; of land by Mr. Taylor, 253; men chop wood for JS, 267; for Nauvoo temple, 17n45, 332; procedures for collecting donations, 14–15, 244n277, 331–344; of provisions for JS family,
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254, 263, 265, 293, 294, 299, 301, 316, 332; Quorum of Twelve write letter encouraging temple donations, 17. See also Tithing

Fund raising: for building Nauvoo House, 365, 375n982; for building Nauvoo temple, 71n285, 244, 249, 332; for building temple and Nauvoo House, 18, 27n83, 121, 248n300, 331; for general funds, 70; by O. Hyde and J. Page, 49n181; JS denounces “the rich” for not assisting in building temple, 52; J. Snider to make arrangements to finance emigration of British Saints, 18n48; stock sold for building Nauvoo House, 275

Purchases and transactions: of Nauvoo printing office, 33, 318, 368n943; paper, 157, 318; record book for Quorum of Twelve, 371. See also Property

First Presidency: def., 523; A. Babbitt writes to, 13nn29, 31; and J. C. Bennett, 55n207, 63; composition of, 505–506 (chart); direct Saints at Warsaw to remove to Nauvoo, 16; discontinue stakes outside Nauvoo area, 13; dissolved upon death of JS, 505; and O. Granger, 25; hear appeal of high council decision, 374–375; A. Lyman appointed counselor to, 255; overview, 505; “presented for trial” at Apr. 1843 conference, 329–331; restore T. Gillet to fellowship, 17; JS relates to parable of leaven, 191; travel from Kirtland to Missouri, 263; mentioned, 15

Fish, 195

Fitch, Charles, 263n399

Foote, Warren, 209n9

Ford, Edward R.: id., 456; accompanies T. King in arrest of JS, 81n317; as Missouri agent to receive JS, 86, 126n437, 179; searches JS’s home, 125–126; mentioned, 381, 384, 391–392

Ford, Johnathan, 273

Ford, William, 300

Fordham, Elijah, 296

Foster, James, 508

Foster, Lucian Rose, 456 (id.), 135, 138, 155

Foster, Robert D.: id., 456; acquitted of charges of unchristian conduct, 62; arbitration of land case involving, 245; and case concerning debt, 319; confesses to abusing H. Sherwood and S. H. Smith, 61; conflict with JS, 271–273; defends himself to JS, 275–276; directed to keep journal for JS, xiii; inspects land with JS, 78; as justice of peace, 313; and Mammoth Hotel, 273n434. 275, 436–437 (map); as Nauvoo Legion surgeon general, 371, 517 (chart); runs for city office, 254, 261; JS and B. Young visit, 277; witness at Dana v. Brink trial, 281, 291, 292; mentioned, 43, 263, 310, 314

Foster, Solon, 519

Fountain Green, Ill., 416 (id.), 57

Fourt, Jacob, 509

Francis, Simeon, 235

Freemasonry, xix, 65n255, 67n268, 80. See also Nauvoo Masonic Lodge

Friendship, 93–96, 115–116, 138, 354

Fuller, Amos Botsford, 456 (id.), 16n42, 20–21

Revelation for: 16

Fullmer, David, 457 (id.), 275, 508

Fullmer, John, 513, 517

Fulness of times. See Dispensation

Funerals, xvii, 50; See also Deaths

G

Gabriel (biblical figure), 149

Gadianon robbers, 334

Galena, Ill., 416 (id.), xvn7, 77, 174n578

Galland, Isaac: id., 457; agency to transact church business revoked by JS, 29; as agent for church, 30, 39n133; church purchases land from, 432 (map); debt owed to JS, 51n188; and Hotchkiss purchase, 29n86; meets with JS, 32; returns letter of attorney and papers, 31; JS requests accounting from, 33; mentioned, 267n420, 336, 337

Gallatin, Mo., 198n57, 199n60, 279n468

Garder, Br., 377

Gathering: def., 523; Commerce as place for, xiii, 13, 354; Far West as place for, 24n67; JS prophecies concerning, 247. See also Migration; Zion

Gayle, John, 224n207

Geauga Co. (Ohio) Court of Common Pleas, 40n140

General Pratte (steamboat), 306

Geneva, Scott Co., Ill., 416 (id.), 241n260
German language, JS study of, 191, 254, 255, 256, 261, 264, 267, 276, 279, 297
Ghee, William A., 74, 172
Gifts of the Spirit: manifested by those who have faith, 354; H. Smith and B. Young discourses concerning, 18; JS discourse concerning, 212–213. See also Holy Ghost
Healings: baptism for healing the sick, 161; healing of S. Rolfe, 73; JS discourse concerning, 213; by women, 52. See also Health and illness
Prophecy: concerning arrangements for migration, 18; concerning bloodshed in South Carolina, 306n609, 324; concerning building up a city, 233; concerning S. Douglas, 205; concerning extradition to Missouri, 209; concerning gathering of Saints, 247; concerning habeas corpus hearing, 214; concerning mission of elders, 123; concerning A. Perry, 310; concerning registry of deeds, 34; concerning O. P. Rockwell, 309; concerning Second Coming, 279n470, 317–318; concerning J. Sloan, 261; concerning those associated with J. C. Bennett book, 139; concerning those who circulate false reports, 60–61, 122–123; must be fulfilled before Second Coming, 263; JS discourses concerning, 206, 213, 265
Tongues: JS discourses concerning, 18, 213; mentioned, 209
Visions: S. Marks relates vision of deceased brothers, 244; JS relates vision of resurrection of family members, 360; mentioned, 209
Gilbert, Jeffrey (Baron), 282
Gillespie, Joseph, 206
Gillet, Truman, Jr., 457 (id.), 17
Gillett (Gillet), John: converses with JS, 351; sells land to church, 29n86, 277n436, 327n718, 351, 432 (map)
God: and Book of Mormon witnesses, 149; character and dwelling place of, 326; and dispensation of fulness of times, 26; gaining knowledge of, 53; nature of, 326; power of, 345; revelation from, 360; Spirit of, 345. See also Holy Ghost; Jesus Christ
Goddard, Stephen, 255n36
Gouldsmith, Gilbert, 299n574, 313n653
Gove, Carlos, 517
Government, 353–354. See also Law; and specific jurisdictions
Granger, Carlos: id., 458; and JS dinner party, 244, 245n285; JS visits, 96; mentioned, 31, 266
Granger, Gilbert, 32n104, 40, 40n138, 256n360
Granger, Lydia Dibble, 248, 305–306, 309
Granger, Oliver: id., 458; as church agent in Kirtland, 25, 32n104, 40n138, 256, 276n453; death of, 32n104; estate of, 32, 40, 40n138; mentioned, 24n67, 40n140
Revelation for: 24–25
Granger, Sabra, 458 (id.), 261
Grant, David, 305
Grant, Jedediah Morgan, 458 (id.), 339, 369, 370n951
Grant, Joshua, 339, 350, 369, 370n951
Gray, Dr., 205
Greeley, Horace, xxviii
Greene, John Portineus, 459 (id.), 511, 521
Griffith, Br., 266n417
“Grove” (Commerce/Nauvoo, Ill.), 416 (id.)
Grover, Thomas, 508, 515
Guest, John, 42n148
Gurley, Zenos, 515
Habeas corpus: authority of Nauvoo Municipal Court to issue writ of, 34n114, 81n319, 123, 129, 151–152, 168n556, 174; English law concerning, 218; federal court issues writ of, 203–204, 386 (full text); Illinois law concerning, 195n38, 204n81, 223; and habeas corpus hearing (Jan. 1843): ladies attend, 210, 216, 227; overview, 215, 227, 378–379; W. Richards takes notes during, 216–225, 229 (illus.); Saints asked to help defray expenses related to, 245n280, 263n401; sketch of JS at, 221 (illus.); mentioned, 200n70, 210, 265, 300n586
Hacketton, Samuel, 459 (id.), 206n94
Hadlock, Joseph, 260
Hagar (biblical figure), xxiv
Hale, Emma. See Smith, Emma Hale
Hale, Jonathan H., 509
Half-Breed Tract (Lee Co., Ia.), 416 (id.), 267n420, 336–337, 337n757, 431 (map)
Hall, William, 515
Hamilton, Mr., 362n899
Hampton, George, 299n574, 313n653
Hancock, Levi Ward, 508, 519
Hancock Co., Ill.: id., 416; church land purchases in, 65n256, 310n638, 431 (map), 433 (map); stake in, 13; mentioned, 40n137, 62n244, 210n123, 277n178, 332n736
Hancock Co. Circuit Court (Carthage, Ill.), 303n602, 350n843, 364n926
Hancock Co. Commissioners Court (Carthage, Ill.), 51n190
Harmer, Elias, 64
Harmony, Pa., 149
Harriman, Henry, 508
Harris, George Washington: id., 460; as city alderman, 261, 320, 513 (chart); as member of
Nauvoo high council, 508 (chart); purchases land in Nauvoo, 510
Harris, Martin, 96n359
Harris, Martin Henderson, 96n359
Hartford, Conn., 326n717
Hastings, William P., 236n244
Hatch, Jeremiah, 460 (id.), 193
Hawn, Jacob, 122n425
Haws, Albert, 309
Haws, Alpheus, 309
Haws, Peter: id., 460; discourse concerning lumber operation, 372; as member of Nauvoo House Association, 268, 275n443, 509 (chart); Nauvoo property holdings, 436–437 (map); petitions JS to publish court decision, 301n601; JS advises to “curtail his boys,” 309; JS invites to dinner party, 243; JS issues writ of attachment for, 301; mentioned, 173, 195, 314, 375n982

Healings. See Gifts of the Spirit—Healings
Health and illness: baptism for healing the sick, 161; sickness and death in Commerce, 262; JS claims lower part of town is most healthy, 356–357
Health or illness of specific persons: W. Brink, 285; T. Carlin, 126, 128; E. Chase, 32; M. Dana, 283–285; E. Durfee, 293, 297; T. Ford, 204; V. Knight, 80; S. Lyon, 193; S. Marks, 244; M. Miller, 27; S. Morey, 194; J. Richards, 339; W. Richards, 165, 244, 249; E. Rigdon, 97; Caroline Smith, 195n39, 369; ES, 159–164, 171, 194; F. G. W. Smith, 165; G. Smith, 171, 368; L. M. Smith, 278–279, 294; M. F. Smith, 245n285; John Taylor, 133n458, 169n559, 333, 340–341, 509 (chart); as Nauvoo Legion guard, 516 (chart); residence, 436–437 (map); JS chastises, 31, 38; mentioned, 162, 254, 341
Higbee, Francis Marion, 462 (id.), 56, 71, 436–437, 518
Higbee, Isaac, 508–509
High council. See Nauvoo high council
Highland Co., Ill., 318n667
High priest (Melchizedek priesthood office), 369. See also Priesthood
“Hill” (Nauvoo, Ill.), 34, 271
Hills, Gustavus, 69, 512, 519
Himes, Joshua V., 263n399, 342n785
Hinkle, George M., 462 (id.), 199
Hiram, Ohio, 417 (id.), 257, 258
“A History, of the Persecution,” 20n60
“A History of Joseph Smith.” See Record keeping—History
Hitchcock, Mr., 361n910
Holbrook, Jason, 17
Hollister, David Sprague, 462 (id.), 85–86, 108, 124–125
Holman, David, 335
Holmes, Jonathan, 256
Holy Ghost, 38, 71, 251, 326, 405. See also Confirmation; Gifts of the Spirit
Hoopes, Jonathan, 327
Hoopes, Lewis, 327n720
Hoopes and Hoopes, Illinois v., 327
Hotchkiss, Horace Rowe: id., 463; Nauvoo property holdings, 153, 432 (map); retains title to land until paid in full, 234; sells land to church, 29n86, 277n456, 327n718; mentioned, 142n485, 351n844
Hotchkiss purchase (Commerce, Ill.): id., 417; I. Galland role in, 29n86; map, 432; C. Robinson doubts validity of title, 327n718; JS refuses to pay taxes on, 277; mentioned, 49n178, 234, 301, 351
House of the Lord. See Temple
Howe, Eber Dudley, 463 (id.), 209
Huddleston, Br., 266n417
Hunt, Jefferson, 515
Hunter, Edward: id., 463; consecrates goods to church, 70; cosigns note with JS for payment of legal fee, 234–235; and letter of attorney from Margaret Smith, 42; meets with JS, 68, 74; as Nauvoo Legion herald and armor bearer, 516 (chart); Nauvoo property holdings, 153, 436–437 (map); settlement with, 133; JS hides at home of, 126; JS invites to dinner party, 243; JS writes to, 274n441; mentioned, 21n65, 195, 196
Hunter, Thomas J., 170
Huntington, Dimick Baker: id., 464; as city coroner, 63, 513 (chart); as city marshall, 513 (chart); as Nauvoo Legion musician, 519 (chart); purchases land in Nauvoo, 299; JS records name in
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214; and creation of Marquette Co., Ill., 318; and Freemasonry, 45, 65
Jones, Dan, 467 (id.), 352
Joseph (biblical figure), 359
Joshua (biblical figure), 123, 356
JS. See Smith, Joseph, Jr.
Jubilee: celebrating anniversary of church organization, 329; celebrating JS's discharge from arrest, 236–240, 241, 245, 320n683
Judgment, 146, 326, 335, 349
Jurisdiction: of federal court in extradition case, 215–224, 227–233; W. Marr questions, of mayor's court, 364; municipal court dismisses case for lack of, 303n602, 320n685, 364
K
Kearns, Henry, 78
Kelly, James, 521
Kentucky, 27n83
Keokuk, Ia.: id., 418; J. Remick gives JS property in, 153; search for JS in, 86; JS directs John Smith and others to move to, 157; mentioned, 29n86, 250, 257, 335, 336, 357
Keys: def., 523; and endowment, 53, 54n198; of kingdom of heaven, 147–149; of knowledge, 147, 148; of priesthood authority, 149, 251; JS uses to understand scriptures, 252
Kilbourn(e), David Wells, 467 (id.), 77
Kilbourn(e), Edward, 467 (id.), 77
Killian, John, 122n425
Kimball, Ethan, 67n266, 435 (map)
Kimball, Heber Chase: id., 468; discourse regarding J. C. Bennett, 77; and endowment ceremony, 53, 54; journal of, published copy in cornerstone of Nauvoo House, 20; "marries or seals" JS to Emily Partridge, 256; JS sups at home of; JS visits regarding deed, 313; mentioned, 254, 341
Kimball, Sarah Ann Whitney, 468 (id.), xxiv n42, 46
Kimball, Sarah Granger, xxiii, 58n225
Kimball, Vilate Murray, 39n135
King, Austin Augustus, 468 (id.), 198–199, 309n631
King, Joseph, 65
King, Thomas C.: id., 469; and arrest of JS and O. P. Rockwell, 81, 83; searches for JS, 86, 125–126; and JS arrest warrant, 200; mentioned, 130, 194, 382
Kingdom of God, 73n296, 249n305, 250, 251, 348
Kirtland, Ohio: id., 418; church members migrate to Missouri from, 24167; church printing operations in, 13; O. Granger settles JS's debts in, 321n04, 40n138; proposal to build up city, 13; unsold property to be turned out for debts, 24; mentioned, 122, 209, 256n360, 258, 302–303, 369n947
Kirtland Safety Society, 249n67
Kirtland temple, 425 (id.), 302–303
Knight, Joseph, Jr., 469 (id.), 115
Knight, Joseph, Sr., 469 (id.), 115
Knight, Nathan T., 62n240
Knight, Newel, 469 (id.), 115, 508
Knight, Vinson: id., 470; as a bishop in Nauvoo, 508–509 (chart); death of, 80; as member of city council, 51 (chart); as Nauvoo Legion guard, 516 (chart); and Nauvoo Masonic Lodge, 50; JS visits, 42, 55
Knowledge, 50n185, 345
Kreymer, C. M., 516
L
Labor, 100–102, 169–170
La Harpe, Ill.: id., 418; and donation of provisions for JS family, 266, 316n664; and donations for construction of Nauvoo House, 365; JS travels to, 74; mentioned, 294
Lamanites. See Indians
Lamborn, Josiah: id., 470; describes JS as good looking and jovial, 212; mentioned in "Mormon Jubilee," 239; represents state at JS habeas corpus hearing, 203n71, 210, 211, 216–218, 228, 378; mentioned, 219, 223, 225, 390, 392, 393, 394
Lamoreaux, Andrew L., 320
Lancaster, Ill., 418 (id.), 196, 240n260
Land, SEE Property
Last days, 26, 349, 356
Latter-Day Saints’ Millennial Star (Liverpool), 352n864
Law: Illinois law concerning appeals, 364n927; Illinois law concerning attachment of property from, 256; JS sups at home of, 67; JS visits regarding deed, 313; mentioned, 254, 341
Revelation for: 58
Kimball, Sarah Ann Whitney, 468 (id.), xxiv n42, 46
Kimball, Sarah Granger, xxiii, 58n225
Kimball, Vilate Murray, 39n135
King, Austin Augustus, 468 (id.), 198–199, 309n631
King, Joseph, 65
King, Thomas C.: id., 469; and arrest of JS and O. P. Rockwell, 81, 83; searches for JS, 86, 125–126; and JS arrest warrant, 200; mentioned, 130, 194, 382
Kingdom of God, 73n296, 249n305, 250, 251, 348
Kirtland, Ohio: id., 418; church members migrate to Missouri from, 24167; church printing operations in, 13; O. Granger settles JS's debts in, 321n04, 40n138; proposal to build up city, 13; unsold property to be turned out for debts, 24; mentioned, 122, 209, 256n360, 258, 302–303, 369n947
Kirtland Safety Society, 249n67
Kirtland temple, 425 (id.), 302–303
Knight, Joseph, Jr., 469 (id.), 115
Knight, Joseph, Sr., 469 (id.), 115
Knight, Nathan T., 62n240
Knight, Newel, 469 (id.), 115, 508
Knight, Vinson: id., 470; as a bishop in Nauvoo, 508–509 (chart); death of, 80; as member of city council, 51 (chart); as Nauvoo Legion guard, 516 (chart); and Nauvoo Masonic Lodge, 50; JS visits, 42, 55
Knowledge, 50n185, 345
Kreymer, C. M., 516
L
Labor, 100–102, 169–170
La Harpe, Ill.: id., 418; and donation of provisions for JS family, 266, 316n664; and donations for construction of Nauvoo House, 365; JS travels to, 74; mentioned, 294
Lamanites. See Indians
Lamborn, Josiah: id., 470; describes JS as good looking and jovial, 212; mentioned in "Mormon Jubilee," 239; represents state at JS habeas corpus hearing, 203n71, 210, 211, 216–218, 228, 378; mentioned, 219, 223, 225, 390, 392, 393, 394
Lamoreaux, Andrew L., 320
Lancaster, Ill., 418 (id.), 196, 240n260
Land, SEE Property
Last days, 26, 349, 356
Latter-Day Saints’ Millennial Star (Liverpool), 352n864
Law: Illinois law concerning appeals, 364n927; Illinois law concerning attachment of property
Law (continued)

in cases of debt, 301n388; Illinois law concerning extradition of fugitives from justice, 127, 204n81; Illinois law concerning habeas corpus, 195n38, 204n81, 223; Illinois law concerning valuation of property in forced sales, 278n462; Iowa laws inconsistent regarding land titles, 337; journals illustrate JS’s knowledge of, xxii; Land Ordinance of 1785, 15n39; Nauvoo habeas corpus ordinance prevents illegal extradition, 129; JS not subject to court-martial, 198n55; and U.S. Constitution, 277; U.S. law concerning fugitive slaves, 220.

See also Bankruptcy; Extradition; Habeas corpus; Smith, Joseph, Jr.—Legal involvement

Law, Jane Silverthorn, 33, 243

Law, William: id., 470; and J. C. Bennett, xxix; donates provisions, 265; and endowment ceremony, 53, 54; as member of city council, 511 (chart); as member of First Presidency, 331, 374, 506 (chart); mission to eastern states, 131, 166; as Nauvoo Legion aide-de-camp, 515 (chart); Nauvoo property holdings, 30, 436–437 (map); preaches in Sunday meeting, 50; and JS extradition attempt, 79n312, 83, 85; JS invites to dinner party, 243; JS orders search warrant for, 302; JS records name in Book of the Law of the Lord, 94–95; and stonecutters’ labor dispute, 169; visits Selina Bennett, 33; visits JS in hiding, 92, 96, 108; mentioned, 279, 305

Law, Wilson: id., 471; advises JS to remain in hiding, 105, 106; arrests JS, 193–194, 195, 200n70; attempts to see T. Carlin at Quincy, 152–153; attends JS habeas corpus hearing, 216; bonded as security for JS, 204; conflict with M. Nickerson, 267; as member of city council, 296n57, 511 (chart); and “Mormon Jubilee,” 236, 245; as Nauvoo Legion brigadier general, 519 (chart); as Nauvoo Legion major general, 87–89, 90–91, 91n343, 371n963, 516 (chart); as Nauvoo Legion quartermaster general, 517 (chart); Nauvoo property holdings, 436–437 (map); presents resolution defending JS, 79n312; signs affidavit supporting JS, 188–189; JS asks advice from, 93, 104; JS invites to dinner party, 243; JS records name in Book of the Law of the Lord, 95; JS travels with to hide, 162; visits W. Prentiss, 225; visits JS in hiding, 96, 143; mentioned, 30, 100, 102, 196, 203n73, 205, 211, 235, 385, 386

Letters: from JS, 15 Aug. 1842, 87–89; from JS, 16 Aug. 1842, 103–104; to JS, 15 Aug. 1842, 90–91; to JS, 16 Aug. 1842, 106–107; to JS, 17 Aug. 1842, 105


Lawrence, Edward, 48, 48n176, 65, 65n258

Lawrence, Margaret. See Butterfield, Margaret Lawrence

Lawson, John, 10

Laying on of hands, 524 (def.), 47, 52n195, 209

Lee, Clark, 471 (id.), 57, 58n220

Lee, Robert E., 177n589

Lee Co., Ia., 418 (id.), 13, 84, 214, 431 (map)

Legaré, Hugh S., 362

Leiden University, 281n487

Letters. See Record keeping—Letters recorded in journals

Lewis, Tarlton, 509

Liberty, Mo., 198n57, 279n468

Lightner, Adam, Jr., 199n62

Lightner, Mary Elizabeth Rollins, 199n62

Lima, Ill., 419 (id.), 294, 316

Lincoln, Abraham, 210n121

Lincoln, Mary Todd, 210n121

Lindsey, Esq., 212

Litch, Josiah, 263n399

Lits, William A., 37n123

Littlefield, Lyman O., 33

Liverpool, England, 419 (id.), 56–57, 352

Loans. See Finances and money

Lobelia, 194, 281n486, 284n502, 356

“Lodge room” (in JS’s store), 45

London, 371n127, 491n81

Lott, Cornelius P., 471 (id.), 65, 78, 299

Lott, Elizabeth Davis Durfee: id., 472; attends closing of E. R. Snow school, 312n646; cares for Caroline Smith on trip to Springfield, 195; Nauvoo property holdings, 436–437 (map); JS visits, 293, 297; mentioned, 86, 242, 243, 313n653

Lower, Amos, 321

Lucas, Samuel D., 472 (id.), 198n56, 199n61, 200n63

Lumber. See Pine country

Luther, Martin, 208n108

Lyman, Amasa Mason: id., 472; at Apr. 1843 conference, 329, 350; meets with JS concerning mission, 133; as member of city council, 511 (chart); as member of First Presidency, 255, 505–506 (chart); as member of Quorum of Twelve, 79n311, 255n354, 507 (chart); mission to eastern states to counter false reports, 166n548; as Nauvoo Legion aide-de-camp, 512 (chart); preaches at Shokokon, 277; JS gives power of attorney to, 266n416, 280; JS records name in Book of the Law of the Lord, 95; visits JS in hiding, 92, 143

Lyon, Asa W., 193

Lyon, Sylvia Porter Sessions. See Clark, Sylvia Porter Sessions Lyon

Lyon, Windsor Palmer: id., 473; and Nauvoo Legion, 517 (chart), 518 (chart), 519 (chart); mentioned, 167, 193n22
INDEX

Macedonia, Ill. See Ramus, Ill.
Mack, Lucy. See Smith, Lucy Mack
Mack, Solomon, Jr. (uncle of JS), 131n447, 438
Mack, Temperance Bond (aunt of JS), 473 (id.), 96, 119, 438
Mackenzie, Alexander, 473 (id.), 295, 356n869
Magna Carta, 230
Maid of Iowa (steamboat), 352, 357
Maine, 419 (id.), 218, 248, 367, 369, 370
Malachi (biblical figure), 208
Malaria, 159n533, 295, 356n869
Mammoth Hotel (Nauvoo, Ill.), 273n434, 275, 436–437 (map)
Manchester, N.Y., 209n116
Manhard, William, 254, 299, 371
Mansion (Nauvoo, Ill.), 370
Manufacturing, 70
Marcy, William Learned, 473 (id.), 224
Market (Nauvoo, Ill.), 261–262, 277n460
Markham, Stephen, 474 (id.), 42, 255n357, 260n386, 296n557
Marks, Ephraim, 50
Marks, Rosannah Robinson, 243, 244n278, 245
Marks, Sophia, 244
Marks, William: id., 474; accompanies JS to Springfield, 195; attends JS habeas corpus hearing, 216; as city alderman, 512 (chart); and endowment ceremony, 53, 54; meets with JS and others, 68; and Nauvoo Legion, 516 (chart); Nauvoo property holdings, 436–437 (map); to preside in Far West, 25; and settlement with JS, 46, 48; signs affidavit supporting JS, 388–389; JS invites to dinner party, 243; JS visits, 246; as stake president, 24n67, 339, 508 (chart); mentioned, 40n140, 170n563, 171n570, 244, 245
Revelation for: 24–25
Marquette Co., Ill., 419 (id.), 318
Marr, William H., 281–293, 301, 364
Marriage: city ordinance licensing marriages, 34; and divorce, 256; for eternity, 362n902; husbands and wives "one person in law," 289n518
Marriages of specific persons: W. Allred and O. Bates, 77n305; Josiah Butterfield and M. Lawrence, 48n176, 65n258; W. Lyon and S. Sessions, xxvii n58; E. Sayers and R. Vose, xxvii n58; D. Sessions and P. Bartlett, xxvii n58; JS and ES, 24n67
Marriage, plural. See Plural marriage
Marshall, Samuel, 51n190
Martin, Jack v., 220
Martin, Moses, 337
Marvel, Clarissa, 46, 46n168
Masonic hall (Nauvoo, Ill.), 419 (id.). See also Nauvoo Masonic Lodge
Masonic Hall Tavern (Nauvoo, Ill.), 68n271, 436
Masonic lodge (Montrose, Ia.), 80
Masonic lodge (Nauvoo, Ill.). See Nauvoo Masonic Lodge
Massachusetts, 419 (id.), 166n547, 268
Master in chancery, 83, 195
Mathews, Anson, 374
Mathews, Elizabeth Burgess, 374
Maudsley, Sutcliffe, 68n272, 69
Maughan, Peter, 24
Maxcy, James, 475 (id.), 200
Mayberry, John, 254
M’Boove, Mr., 257n364
McCleary, Sophronia Smith Stoddard (sister of JS), 475 (id.), 307, 438
McCleary, William (brother-in-law of JS), 475 (id.), 307, 438
McCoy, Isaac, 475 (id.), 211, 214n152
McCullough, Hugh: id., 476; hoax letter purportedly signed by, 156; as member of city council, 511 (chart); as Nauvoo Legion adjutant general, 371, 517 (chart); sells land to JS, 65
McGraw, Charles G., 234
McGraw, Vienna M. Adams, 234n232
McLean, John, 390
McQueen, Robert, 476 (id.), 259n380, 265, 266n416, 280
McRae, Alexander, 198n5, 521
Medical College of Ohio, 292n358
Medicine: botanic (Thomsonian), 186n3, 194n31, 194n32, 280, 284, 285, 286n508, 288, 356, 365; competing philosophies of, 281nn486–487, 356; medical malpractice, 280–293; JS views on, 200, 357, 364–365; mentioned, 299
Melchizedek priesthood. See Priesthood
Melling, Peter, 42
Memphis, Tenn., 419 (id.), 306
Mentor, Ohio, 209, 306
Methodism, 275, 348
Mexico, 241
Miasma, 357
Micaiah (biblical figure), 205n92
Michael (biblical figure), 149
Michigan, 419 (id.), 356, 211
Midnight Cry, 342n785
Midwifery, 283–293
Mifflin, Esqr., 318
Migration: of British Saints to Nauvoo, 18, 47, 66n265, 351–352; to Caldwell Co., 24n67; of First Presidency to Missouri, 263; of E. Hunter family to Nauvoo, 70n280; to Nauvoo, encouraged, 13; of W. Richards family to Nauvoo, 71; of Saints from Mississippi to Nauvoo, 47n171; of Saints from New York to Nauvoo, 164; of JS, xi (map); to Warsaw, 15–16. See also Gathering; Zion
Miles, Daniel Sanborn, 508
Miles, Prudence Marks, 476 (id.), 281n485, 283, 285
Miles, Samuel, 73n295
Military, 300
Millennial Star (Liverpool), 352n854
Millennium: Christ’s rule during, 200; preparation for, 26; JS compares conference to, 343; JS discourse concerning, 262; mentioned, 297, 404. See also Second Coming
Miller, George: id., 476; accuses Chauncey Higbee of unchaste conduct, 62n241; as a bishop in Nauvoo, 508–509 (chart); to collect funds for building temple and Nauvoo House, 27; directed by JS to preach and sell property in Kentucky, 27n83; and endowment ceremony, 53, 54; leads reinforcement party to pine country, 70n284; and Masonic lodge, 65n255; meets with JS and others, 68, 80; as member of Nauvoo House Association, 275n443, 509 (chart); and migration of British Saints to Nauvoo, 66n265; as Nauvoo Legion brigadier general, 519 (chart); and purchase of steamboat, 177n589, 350n843; signs notice of J. C. Bennett excommunication, 55n207; JS records name in Book of the Law of the Lord, 94–95; visits Illinois and Missouri governors, 75, 79; visits S. Rigdon with JS, 71; visits JS in hiding, 83, 92, 96, 108; mentioned, 109
Miller, Henry, 19n53, 350n843, 436–437
Miller, Henry W., 177n589
Miller, Mary Fry, 27
Miller, Sarah, 62n241, 63
Miller, William (of Ill.), 14
Miller, William (of N.Y.): id., 477; Evidence from Scripture and History of the Second Coming of Christ, 263n399; and Second Coming, 307n618, 326, 342, 348; JS discourse on ideas of, 262–263; mentioned, 367
Millikin, Arthur (brother-in-law of JS), 477 (id.), 95, 243, 267, 438
Millikin, Lucy Smith (sister of JS), 95, 110, 243, 438
Mills, Alexander, 68, 436–437
Mining, 24
Minor, James L., 179, 381
Miracles, 342, 354
Mission Institute (near Quincy, Ill.), 307
Missions: to counter false reports, 120, 123–124, 131, 133, 166; elders to be sent out to preach, 350n842, 367; gift of tongues for benefit of missionaries, 18; Joshua Grant discourse on missionary work, 350n841; of one hundred eighteen elders to U.S. and Canada, 351; P. Pratt presides over British mission, 236n362; of Quorum of Twelve to England, 312, 356, 356n362; of Quorum of Twelve to raise funds for Nauvoo House, 365, 372; JS plans mission with Quorum of Twelve to various countries, 248
Missions of specific individuals: G. Adams in East, 259n883; L. Barnes to England, 358n880; P. Brown to Palmyra, 339; O. Cowdery, 369n947; A. Fielding to England, 42n143; A. Fuller, 16, 20–21; T. Gillet to Van Buren Co., 17; Jedediah Grant to Philadelphia, 339; Joshua Grant to Cincinnati, 339; R. Hedlock, 368; O. Hyde to Europe and Jerusalem, 371n127, 49, 172, 247n296, 348n829, 370n956; O. Hyde to Quincy, 308n624, 321; O. Hyde to raise funds for Nauvoo House, 369; S. James, 368; H. C. Kimball to raise funds for Nauvoo House, 369; G. Miller to Kentucky, 278n83; J. Page to Europe, 49n181, 348n829; J. Page to Pittsburgh, 248n298, 369n945; J. Page to raise funds for Nauvoo House, 369n946; O. Pratt to England, 75n304; O. Pratt to raise funds for Nauvoo House, 368, 369n946; P. Pratt, 369n947; P. Pratt to England, 42n143, 368n941, 372n969; W. Richards to England, 71n285; G. Smith to raise funds for Nauvoo House, 368; J. Snider to England, 16–17, 38, 47, 249n307, 275n445; Erastus Snow and A. Snow to eastern states, 361n895, 362n902; L. Snow to England, 367n936; L. Wight to raise funds for Nauvoo House, 369; B. Winchester to Philadelphia, 367n937; W. Woodruff to raise funds for Nauvoo House, 368; B. Young, 112, 369n946
Mississippi, 47n171
Mississippi River, 420 (id.), 250n312, 262n894, 356. See also Islands (on Mississippi River)
Missouri: id., 420; T. Carlin advice to JS concerning events in, 127; Mormons expelled from, 224; “outrages” against Mormons in, 130; JS and other prisoners escape from custody in, 279, 354; JS recounts events of Mormon War, 198–200; JS seeks redress for losses in, 191n16; JS seeks redress from, 196; JS travels from Kirtland to, 258, 263; mentioned, 307. See also Zion; and specific locations in Missouri
Missouri, Fifth Judicial Court of, 309n611
Mobs. See Opposition
Moeser, Frederick Henry, 477 (id.), 370, 436–437
Moffett, Levi: id., 477; accompanies JS to Springfield, 195, 196; cosigns note with JS, 234–235; and JS dinner party, 243, 245
Money. See Finances and money
Monk, Maria, 214n150
Monmouth, Ill., 420 (id.), 214n147
Montrose, Ia.: id., 420; search for JS, 86; JS travels to while in hiding, 89; JS visits Masonic lodge at, 80; mentioned, 777n306, 250, 296, 302, 335
Moon: circle observed around, 308, 310, 314; as feminine, 196; prophecies concerning, 263, 339
INDEX

Moon, Margaret, xxv n52
Moore, John, xvi
Moore, Thomas, 256
Morey, George, 193n29, 194
Morey, Sylvia Butterfield, 193, 194
Morey, George, 193n29, 194
Morgan, Thomas J., 267, 268, 279, 302
Morse, Justus A., 307
Moses, Book of, 530
Mormon War (in northwest Mo.), 75n303, 79n313, 122–123, 198–200, 246n288, 308n628, 312n647, 354n860
Moroni (Book of Mormon figure), 149
Morris, Isaac Newton, 210–211, 389
Morrison, Arthur, 267n420
Murdock, John, 509
Murdock, Joseph, 159
Murphy, Lavina, 53n197
Music: choirs, 329, 334, 339, 341, 343, 344, 348, 353, 357; hymnal placed in cornerstone of Nauvoo temple, 177n601; J. C. Bennett resigns as mayor, 58; citizens petition governor on behalf of JS, 79, 102, 140; city officers of, 50–53 (chart); discipline of, 145n493; election for city offices, 145n493; election for city offices, 254n344, 255, 256; as gathering place, 11; growth of, 372; maps of, 69, 434, 435, 436–437; Nauvoo Legion to keep peace in, 87–89; Nauvoo stake, 508 (chart); prayer for, 68–70, 70–71; JS claims lower part of town most healthy, 356–357; JS compares to hub of wheel, 294; JS elected mayor of, 58, 255n357; JS elected vice mayor of, 50; JS prophesies concerning, 233; subsumes Commerce, Ill., xv; mentioned, 78–79, 103, 144n485, 239, 240, 296, 366. See also Commerce, Ill.; Nauvoo municipal charter
Nauvoo City Council: authority of regarding punishment of offenders, 268n427; authority of regarding writs of habeas corpus, 81, 128–129, 168; composition of, 510–513 (chart); discusses new city market, 261–262; elects D. Huntington coroner, 63; elects new mayor and vice mayor, 58; elects new officers, 261, 296; establishes registry of deeds, 40; newly elected officials sworn in, 253n430, 260; and ordinance regulating currency, 278, 284, 295, 296; ordinances enacted or repealed, 33n107, 34, 43n150, 50n184, 56, 60, 255n358, 261n389, 262n396, 277n453, 277n460, 278n464, 294n493, 296; regulates sale of liquor, 171n68; rules governing elections, 30n89, 58n223; JS attends meeting of, 29, 33, 50, 66, 253, 277; JS elected vice mayor by, 30; JS speaks concerning laws of, 34, 56
Nauvoo (Ill.) Expositor, xxix
Nauvoo House (Nauvoo, Ill.): id., 421; building of, 17, 66n265, 68n274, 268–273, 274–275, 365–367, 372–373; cornerstone laid by JS, 19–20; fundraising for, 18, 27, 121, 248n300, 249n307, 329, 331–334, 362, 365, 369, 372, 375n982; importance of, xv, 273, 330, 372; location of, 436–437 (map); paintings of, 272 (illus.); prayer for, 70–71; proceeds from sale of land benefit, 355n863; room to be prepared for prisoners in, 302; mentioned, 125, 266, 277n458, 373n972
Nauvoo House Association: def., 524; and church lumber operation, 68n274, 372n970; composition of, 509 (chart); mentioned in revelation, 19n53; purchases "upper stone house," 275; role in caring for poor, 66n265
Nauvoo House Landing (Nauvoo, Ill.), 421 (id.), 352–357
Nauvoo Legion: def., 524; and church lumber operation, 68n274, 372n970; composition of, 509 (chart); mentioned in revelation, 19n53; purchases "upper stone house," 275; role in caring for poor, 66n265
Nauvoo House Landing (Nauvoo, Ill.), 421 (id.), 352–357
Nauvoo (steamboat), 177n609, 350n843
Nauvoo, Ill.: id., 420; J. C. Bennett resigns as mayor, 58; citizens petition governor on behalf of JS, 79, 102, 140; city officers of, 510–513 (chart); derivation of name, xv; mentioned, 103, 144n485, 239, 240, 296, 366. See also Commerce, Ill.; Nauvoo municipal charter
Nauvoo City Council: authority of regarding punishment of offenders, 268n427; authority of regarding writs of habeas corpus, 81, 128–129, 168; composition of, 510–513 (chart); discusses new city market, 261–262; elects D. Huntington coroner, 63; elects new mayor and vice mayor, 58; elects new officers, 261, 296; establishes registry of deeds, 40; newly elected officials sworn in, 253n430, 260; and ordinance regulating currency, 278, 284, 295, 296; ordinances enacted or repealed, 33n107, 34, 43n150, 50n184, 56, 60, 255n358, 261n389, 262n396, 277n453, 277n460, 278n464, 294n493, 296; regulates sale of liquor, 171n68; rules governing elections, 30n89, 58n223; JS attends meeting of, 29, 33, 50, 66, 253, 277; JS elected vice mayor by, 30; JS speaks concerning laws of, 34, 56
Nauvoo high council: def., 523; composition of, 508 (chart); disciplinary hearings, 36–37, 36n122, 63, 63, 266, 267, 339n777, 345, 374; divides Nauvoo into ecclesiastical wards, 145n493; proposes payment plan for JS debt to U.S., 178n911
Nauvoo House (Nauvoo, Ill.): id., 421; building of, 17, 66n265, 68n274, 268–273, 274–275, 365–367, 372–373; cornerstone laid by JS, 19–20; fundraising for, 18, 27, 121, 248n300, 249n307, 329, 331–334, 362, 365, 369, 372, 375n982; importance of, xvii, 273, 330, 372; location of, 436–437 (map); paintings of, 272 (illus.); prayer for, 70–71; proceeds from sale of land benefit, 355n863; room to be prepared for prisoners in, 302; mentioned, 125, 266, 277n458, 373n972
Nauvoo House Association: def., 524; and church lumber operation, 68n274, 372n970; composition of, 509 (chart); mentioned in revelation, 19n53; purchases "upper stone house," 275; role in caring for poor, 66n265
Nauvoo House Landing (Nauvoo, Ill.), 421 (id.), 352–357
Nauvoo Legion: def., 524; J. A. Bennett receives commission in, 135, 139; J. C. Bennett and, 73, 100n369, 102; J. G. Bennett receives commission in, 136, 139; J. Cowan appointed aide-de-camp to JS, 358, 363; forged order published in New York Herald, 156; Wilson Law cares for artillery of, 90; officers of, 514–521 (chart); ordinance concerning parades, 54n201, 74n297; organization of, 44, 54n200, 91, 371; overview, 514; parade ground, 436–437 (map); JS attends officer drill of, 222; JS commands parade of, 43, 54–55, 74, 140; JS orders to defend against mobs, 87–89; JS requests T. Carlin's orders

N
Nashville, Ia., 420 (id.), 86, 337
Nauvoo (steamboat), 177n609, 350n843
Nauvoo Legion (continued) concerning, 103; training of, 143; willing to die in defense of rights, 141; mentioned, 155, 205, 240, 290n522, 300, 306, 372n965, 405

Nauvoo Masonic Lodge: J. C. Bennett and, 63, 65n255, 67, 67n268, 75; disciplinary proceedings, 61, 75, 172, 249; installation of, 45; S. Rigdon and, 45n158–159; JS involvement in, xix, 50, 249; St. John's day festival and procession, 68; mentioned, 222


Nauvoo Municipal Court: and appeal of Dana v. Brink decision, 292n538, 303n602, 320, 352n855, 363–364; authority of, 81n319, 87, 107, 123n427, 151–152, 168n356, 174n580; on case of assault and battery, 255; copy of JS arrest warrant made for, 81n319; A. Davis appears before, 43, 170, 171, 172; hears Illinois v. Hoopes and Hoopes on habeas corpus, 327; issues writ of habeas corpus for JS, 81n319; meets at patriarch's office, 36, 43; overview, 510

Nauvoo (Ill.) Neighbor, 309, 355n863, 527

Nauvoo Relief Society. See Female Relief Society of Nauvoo

Nauvoo temple: id., 425; baptismal font in, 19n51, 46, 73; building of, 17, 38, 54n98, 66n265, 271–273; consecrated for baptisms for the dead to be performed in, 19n52; cornerstone of, 73n295, 330n726; donations for, 17, 18, 137, 142, 244n277, 332, 340, 362; donations for, recorded in Book of the Law of the Lord, 3–7; drawing of, 128 (illus.); "fulness of the priesthood" to be restored in, xvii–xviii; fundraising for, 27, 52, 71n285, 121, 248n300, 249, 331–334; importance of, 26, 132; location of, 436–437 (map); lumber for, 68n274; meetings held on temporary floor of, 248, 250, 329, 348, 353; and Nauvoo House, 273, 330, 331; prayer for, 70–71; proceeds from sale of land benefit, 355n863; signs to be revealed in, 53; JS pleased with progress in construction of, 164; JS to present book of records of dead in, 150; temporary floor laid in, 163–164; W. Weeks as architect of, 69 (illus.), 351; mentioned, 236, 247, 262, 268, 274, 320, 341, 350, 358, 369, 370

Nauvoo v. Davis, 43

Nebuchadnezzar, 347, 348, 349

Negroes: rights of, 220; JS and J. C. Bennett debate concerning, 27, 30; JS's views concerning, 197, 212; W. Smith tells story of Negro who prayed behind stone wall, 344. See also Slavery

Neibaur, Alexander, 300

Nelson, George, 301–302

Newell, Grandison, 40

New Hampshire, 166n947

New Jersey, 421 (id.), 307

New Orleans, La., 421 (id.), 17, 352n854

New York (state), 421 (id.), 220. See also specific locations in New York

New York City, N.Y.: id., 421; J. C. Bennett lectures against JS in, 155; L. Foster presides over church at, 135, 138; P. Pratt issues statement at, xxvii n60; Quorum of Twelve hold conference at, 369n946; Saints arrive in Nauvoo from, 164; JS receives visitors from, 262, 327n717

New York Herald, 136, 139, 155, 156, 320

New York Tribune, xxviii

Nickerson, Moses Chapman, 267

Nicolaitans, 25

Niswanger, William, 49

Nixon, Stephen, 47n172

Noble, Joseph Bates, 478 (id.), 95, 520

Nonpareil (steamboat), 214

Norton, Br., 305

Nourse, Earl B., 65

Nurse, Harriet, 260

Nurse, Newell, 259–260

Nye, Iram, 211n131

Nye, Jonathan, 257

Nyman, Margaret, 62n241, 63

Nyman, Matilda, 62n241, 63

O

Oakley, John, 263

Obedience, xxix, 164, 231, 325–326, 404–405

Office (Nauvoo, Ill.), 422 (id.), 11, 264, 319

Official members, 121

Ohio, 422 (id.). See also Kirtland, Ohio; and other specific locations in Ohio

Olah Shinehah, 25

Old burying ground (Nauvoo, Ill.), 422 (id.), 362, 432 (map), 436–437 (map)

Old Charley (JS’s horse), 66

Olive Leaf, The (Kirtland, Ohio), 13n31

Olney, Mary, 260
Olney, Oliver H., 479 (id.), 259–260, 278
Opposition: J. A. Bennet says anti-Mormon publications helpful to church, 136; of J. C. Bennett, 51n196, 77, 103, 135–136, 139, 246, 308n628; of J. G. Bennett, 136, 155, 308n628; dissent in Kirtland, 24n67; dissent of G. Robinson, 97; mentioned in “Mormon Jubilee,” 240; in Missouri, 122, 224; Mormons refused lodging in Paris, Ill., taverns, 196; new church in Quincy reportedly preaches against Mormons, 308; prayer for delivery from, 68–70, 70–71; from Presbyterians, 275; Quincy Whig charges JS with predicting violent death of L. Boggs, 101n373; report of “armed force” approaching Nauvoo, 124; rumor of Mormons stealing corn near Terre Haute, 197; rumor of plan to kidnap and murder JS, 152; “slanderous reports,” 156; ES alludes to plots against JS, 129–130; JS and S. Rigdon attacked by mob, 257, 258; JS discourse concerning, 159; JS discusses with G. Adams and D. Rogers, 137; JS recounts in letter, 131n447, 140–142; JS writes to T. Carlin regarding, 77n307, 100; Warsaw residents attempt to form anti-Mormon society, 15.

See also Conflict; Redress; and specific individuals

Oracles of God, 249n305, 354
Ordain, ordination, 524 (def.), 45, 351
Ordinances (religious), 524 (def.). See also specific ordinances
Owen, Abel, 276
Owen, Thomas Harvey, 479 (id.), 214, 236n240
Owings, James F.: as court clerk, 386, 387, 389, 390; mentioned, 214n148, 236n240

P
Page, John Edward: id., 479; attends W. Woodruff birthday celebration, 39n135; and O. Hyde, 49; as member of Quorum of Twelve, 248, 507 (chart); mission to Europe and Middle East, 49n181, 348n829; mission to Pittsburgh, 369n945; mission to raise funds for Nauvoo House, 369n946; as Nauvoo Legion assistant chaplain, 520 (chart); mentioned, 47
Paley, William, 136–137
Palmyra, N.Y., 422 (id.), 339, 347
Panic of 1837, 274n441
Parables: of lost sheep, 252; of prodigal son, 251–253, 321n690; JS interprets, 326; of the talents, 126; of ten virgins, 342n785
Parade ground (Nauvoo, Ill.), 422 (id.), 43
Parades, 54n201, 74n297, 143n488, 371n960
Paris, Ill., 422 (id.), 196–197
Parker, John Davis: id., 480; brings report of JS to Nauvoo, 164; as county deputy sheriff, 259; JS records name in Book of the Law of the Lord, 95; JS travels with, 162, 168; visits JS in hiding, 85, 92
Parish, Warren Farr, 330
Parry, Patty Bartlett Sessions: id., 480; relationship with JS, xxvii; witness at Dana v. Brink trial, 281, 284, 285–287, 290; mentioned, 292
Partridge, Edward, 509
Partridge, Eliza, 244n276
Partridge, Emily, 244n276, 297n567
Partridge, Sis., 245n285
Patriarch (Melchizedek priesthood office): def., 524; P. Melling as, in England, 42; municipal court meets in office of, 43; patriarchal blessings, xix, 256; revelation concerning, 331n728; H. Smith as, 10, 331
Patterson, Br., 65n255
Paul (biblical figure), 132, 138, 147, 209, 327n719, 338
Pearl of Great Price, 530
Peck, Chauncey, 254n351
Peck, Cyrus, 254n351
Peck, Hezekiah, 73, 509
Peirce (Pierce), Robert, 39, 70
Pennsylvania, Prigg v., 220
Pennsylvania, University of, 281n487, 291n532
Penrose, Charles, 178n939
Pentecost, 250n318
Perkins, Absalom, 143n313
Perkins, Ute, Sr., 14
Perkins, William G., 14
Perry, Asahel, 310, 313n653
Persecution. See Opposition
Peter (biblical figure), 147, 149, 209
Pettit, John H., 265n412
Pharisects, 352
Phelps, William Wines: id., 480; meets with JS, 257, 294; as poet, 66n264, 247; and republication of Doctrine and Covenants, 264; and JS history, 171, 171n566, 246–247; JS says will be “lawyer in Israel,” 301; mentioned, 263, 278, 289, 299, 310, 333, 339, 350
Philadelphia, Pa.: id., 422; Jedediah Grant to pre-side at, 339; Quorum of Twelve hold conference at, 369n946; O. P. Rockwell in exile at, 115n409; JS preaches at, 258; B. Winchester directed to return to Nauvoo from, 368n937
Phrenology, 212n134, 234
Physicians, schools of, 281n486–487
Pickaway, Ohio, 65n255, 67n268
Pickett, Agnes Moulton Coolbrith Smith (sister-in-law of JS): id., 481; pedigree chart for JS, 438; relationship with JS, 46n168; JS and W. Richards dine with, 27; JS invites to dinner party, 243
Pine country (Wisc.): id., 422; A. Cutler spends winter at, 169n559, 340; P. Haws discourse
Pine country (Wisc.) (continued) concerning, 372; lumber operation not doing well, 68; reinforcement sent to lumber operation at, 70; JS considers hiding at, 92, 93, 104, 105, 108–109

Pitman, James M.: id., 481; accompanies T. King in arrest of JS, 81n317; searches for JS, 86, 91, 125; and JS arrest warrant, 197–198, 200; mentioned, 130, 382

Pitt, William, 519

Pittsburgh, Pa., 422 (id.), 248n298, 369

Pleasant Vale, Ill., 422 (id.), 36

Plural marriage: affi davits to counter reports concerning, 120, 121; J. C. Bennett accuses JS of keeping “seraglio,” 274n438; of H. Ells to JS, 244n276; of Emily Partridge to JS, 244n276; missions to counter reports concerning, 120; overview, xxiv–xxx; of Eliza Partridge to JS, 244n276, 297n567; and JS, 75n304, 99n365, 122n426; of S. Pratt, 75n304, 99n365, 122n426; and N. Rigdon, 55n209; of Agnes Smith to JS, 46n168; JS teaches principle of to S. Kimball, 58n225; of E. R. Snow to JS, 71n291; of S. Whitney to JS, xxiv n42; mentioned, 362n902

Plymouth, Ill., 423 (id.), 195, 242

Poetry, 66, 156, 247, 302, 320

Polygamy. See Plural marriage

Pope, Nathaniel: id., 482; converses with JS, 233; image of, 226 (illus.); issues court ruling in JS extradition case, 233, 263n412, 312n673, 390–402 (full text); mentioned in “Mormon Jubilee,” 237; presides at JS habeas corpus hearing, 215–225, 227–233, 378–179; requests W. Richards to prepare draft of court ruling, 234; JS dines with, 211; JS requests copy of court ruling from, 235; and JS writ of habeas corpus, 194n30, 204; will try JS case on merits, not on technicality, 197; mentioned, 198, 210, 214, 265, 300n86, 394

Pope, the, 343, 348

Pope, William, 482 (id.), 225, 235–236

Porter, Sanford, 301

Post office (Nauvoo, Ill.): id., 423; corruption at, 142, 167–168, 259, 319n673; R. Foster and, 275–276, 277; hoax letter purports to abolish, 361–362; location of, 436–437 (map); petitions and correspondence concerning, 257n169, 264; W. Rollosson attempts to gain control of, 263

Potawatomi Indians, 363n910

Poverty: assisting the poor, 245n280, 355; of British Saints migrating to Nauvoo, 66n265; consecration and, 68; providing employment for the poor, 66, 70

Powers, Stephen Willard, 482 (id.), 83, 85, 90

Prairie du Chien, Wisc., 423 (id.), 109

Pratt, John W., 206

Pratt, Mary Ann Frost, 352

Pratt, Orson: id., 482; conflict with JS, 75n304, 78, 122–123; discourse on resurrection, 329; discourse on Second Coming and resurrection, 341–343; emotional state of, 77; excommunication and rebaptism of, 79n311, 99n365, 255n354; image of, 76 (illus.); letter to S. Pratt, 75; meets with JS, 32; as member of city council, 255n357, 511 (chart); as member of Quorum of Twelve, 20, 27, 248, 255, 259, 361, 372, 507 (chart); mission to raise funds for Nauvoo House, 368, 369n946; as Nauvoo Legion assistant chaplain, 520 (chart); Nauvoo property holdings, 436–437 (map); and ordinance regulating currency, 278; to preach in defense of truth, 99; shows J. C. Bennett letter to JS, 246; mentioned, 64n252, 124, 344, 357

Pratt, Parley Parker: id., 483; brings donations for temple and Nauvoo House, 162; J. Cowan offers Shokokon city lots to, 266; discourse at Sunday meeting, 372; and emigration of British Saints, 75n215, 352; issues statement relating to plural marriage, xxviii n60; as member of Quorum of Twelve, 259, 365, 507 (chart); mission to areas including Kirtland, 369n947; mission to England, 42n143; mission to raise funds for Nauvoo House, 369n946; as Nauvoo Legion assistant chaplain, 520 (chart); Nauvoo property holdings, 436–437 (map); presides over British mission, 47n172, 256n362; JS directs to remain in Nauvoo, 368; travels with JS to Shokokon, 265–266; writes concerning death of L. Barnes, 358; writes “Proclamation to the Kings,” 17, 17n47; B. Young writes to, concerning O. Pratt, 78n308; mentioned, 257, 258, 276

Pratt, Sarah Marinda Bates: id., 483; rebaptism of, 248; relationship with J. C. Bennett, xxx, 75n304, 77; relationship with JS, xxx, 75n304, 99n365, 122n426

Pratt, Susan, 352

Prayer: of JS and others, 68–70, 70–71; of JS concerning Second Coming, 325, 338; JS records in Book of the Law of the Lord, 117–119 (text in journal); of “wicked man may avail a little,” 193

Prentis, Lyman, 14

Prentiss, William: id., 484; invites JS to family dinner, 212; JS and others visit, 225; tells interesting story, 214; mentioned, 205, 210, 211, 239, 246n291, 387

Presbyterianism, 253, 275, 344, 348

Presidency, 524 (id.), 505. See also First Presidency

Presidency, stake, 24–25

Presiding elder, 525 (def.), 10, 16, 307, 351n847

Priesthood: def., 525; Aaronic priesthood, 53–54, 54n198; dispensations of, 147, 149; ecclesiastical officers, 505–509 (chart); and endowment, 54n198; further revelation forthcoming
concerning, 132; Melchizedek priesthood, 54n198, 508; ordinances performed by authority of, 146; JS instructs concerning, 53–54; JS relates to parable of leaven, 191; and women, 52. See also specific priesthood offices, quorums, councils, and presidencies

Printing and publishing: of Book of Abraham, 36, 39, 40, 42; of poetry, 66; proposal for new periodical in Kirtland, 13n31; JS directs printing press to be moved to Keokuk, 157; JS instructs R. Hedlock concerning woodcut for Book of Abraham, 36; JS prepares Book of Mormon for republication, 26–27, 29n87, 30, 32; Twelve to take charge of Times and Seasons, 38; mentioned, 29n87. See also Printing office (Nauvoo, Ill.); and specific publications

Printing office (Nauvoo, Ill.): id., 423; leased by John Taylor and W. Woodruff, 171, 318n670; location of, 436–437 (map); JS visits, 43, 64; transfer of printing establishment, 33, 38n129, 39n136, 318n670, 368n943; mentioned, 32, 36, 39, 43

“Proclamation to the Kings,” 17

Property: acquisition of in Iowa, 327, 336, 431 (map); acquisition of in Nauvoo area, 48, 57–58, 65, 66, 67, 70, 168, 318n972, 432 (map); acquisition of in Shokokon, 29n870, 266, 280; acquisition of in Warren, 15; of church in Ramus, 10, 14, 294; Illinois law concerning attachment of in cases of debt, 301n588; in Kirtland to be turned out for debts, 24–25; Land Ordinance of 1785, 15n39; land speculation, xxi–xxii, 264n405, 353, 355–356; Nauvoo Registry of Deeds, 34, 40; proceeds from sale of benefit poor and help pay church debt, 355; sale of in Nauvoo area, 30, 39, 49n178, 53, 64, 153, 159n51, 161, 263, 299, 309, 310, 313, 358, 363, 370, 371; JS advises Saints arriving in Nauvoo regarding purchase of, 164, 355–357; JS holdings in Nauvoo, 51n88, 435–437 (map); JS inspects land, 51, 73, 74, 78, 362; JS meets with land agent, 250; Mr. Taylor donates land near Alton, 253; title to islands in Mississippi River disputed, 267n420, 337; mentioned, 39, 42, 78n310, 110, 245, 248, 341, 374–375. See also Hotchkiss purchase; Smith, Joseph, Jr.—Finances and property

Prophecy. See Gifts of the Spirit—Prophecy

Proselytizing, 277, 370. See also Missions

Prostitution, 208

Publicans, 352

Publishing. See Printing and publishing

Pulsipher, Zera, 508

Quakers, 334

Quincy, Ill.: id., 423; and creation of Marquette County, 318n667; mission of O. Hyde to, 308, 321; municipal charter, 129, 174; JS reunited with Saints in, 354n860; mentioned, 199, 307–308

Quincy (Ill.) Herald, 265n412

Quincy (Ill.) Whig, 62, 101n373, 160, 527

Quorum, 525 (def.). See also Priesthood; and specific priesthood quorums

Quorum of the Seventy, 508 (chart)

Quorum of the Twelve Apostles: apostle, 522 (def.); appoint A. Fuller and H. Jacobs to mission, 20–21; baptize church members for deceased relatives, 46n165; and J. C. Bennett, 55n207; compensation for members of, 331; composition of, 505–507 (chart); condemn theft, 334–335; and donations for Nauvoo temple, 15n38, 17n43; expanded role of, xix, 11n28, 505; fundraising mission of, 248n300, 329, 331–334, 365–370, 372; meetings of, 27, 247, 256, 259, 373; mission to British Isles, 11n26, 263n662; preside over church upon death of JS, 505; proclaim fast day, 248n280; to send elders on missions, 120–124, 350n842; JS instructs, 39, 49, 120, 167; and J. Snider, 18n48, 31n99, 38, 47n169; write letters requesting aid for JS, 263n411, 266, 293n540, 299n577, 316n664; write to O. Cowdery, 370; mentioned, 15n40, 43, 166, 258, 341, 361, 369n946, 371, 375n982

Appointments to quorum: A. Lyman, 79n31, 255n354; O. Pratt, 255

Revelations for: directed to appoint A. Fuller to mission, 16; directed to assume editorial control of Times and Seasons, 38, 39n136

R

Ralston, James Harvey: id., 484; attends Nauvoo Legion parade, 55n204; helps JS prepare for return of arresting officers, 83; returns to Quincy, 85; mentioned, 108, 114, 152, 210, 389, 390

Ralston, Warren & Wheat (law firm), 50n187

Ramus, Ill.: id., 423; A. Babbitt appointed presiding elder at, 307, 318n47; conference at, 10, 334; donations from, 266n419, 293; property transactions in, xxi, 14, 39, 294; JS and others travel to, 306–308, 321–327, 403–406; mentioned, 39, 316n664, 347

Raphael (apocryphal figure), 149

Reals, George, 374

Recorder: compensation of, 160n535; as eyewitness to baptisms for the dead, 132; general church recorder, 145–146; office relocates to “committee house,” 160n538, 166; ward recorders, 145, 150n507. See also Temple recorder (Nauvoo, Ill.)
RECORD KEEPING: book of records of dead, 150; W. Clayton replaces W. Richards as temple recorder, 340n774; importance of, 146; recording of baptisms for the dead, 132, 145–147; W. Richards to procure record book for Quorum of Twelve, 371; JS appoints W. Richards as private secretary and historian, 9; JS appoints W. Richards as temple recorder and personal scribe, 5, 11

HISTORY
duty to keep, 7; supplements JS journal entries, 527–528; writing of JS history, 4, 171n566, 185, 188, 193, 246–247, 257, 258, 263n400, 369, 530–531

JOURNALS illustrate JS’s understanding of law, xxii; images of, xiv (illus.); lapse in keeping, after 1839 journal, xiii; W. Richards as scribe for, xxxi; JS asks R. Foster to keep journal, xiii; JS instructs W. Richards to include more details in journal entries, 296; as source for JS history, 185, 188; use of first-person pronouns in, xxxi

1841–1842 journal: blessings recorded in, 93–95, 115–118, 256; chronological index to journal entries, 9; W. Clayton as scribe for, xxxii; contemporaneous and noncontemporaneous entries in, 162 (illus.); correspondence copied in, 8; list of scribes for, 3; note in, regarding continuation of journal into memorandum book, 182 (illus.), 183; overview, 3–9, 7–9; physical description and custody history of, 3–5; prayer recorded in, 117–119; retrospective entries in, 7, 8, 25n71, 26; topical headings in, 28; transfer of from W. Richards to W. Clayton, 71–73. See also Book of the Law of the Lord

1842–1844 journal: atmospheric observations sketched in, 311 (illus.), 313 (illus.), 317 (illus.); based on observations of W. Richards, 186–188; W. Clayton journal as source for, 403–406; hurried note-taking in, 229 (illus.); images of, xiv (illus.), 184 (illus.), 187 (illus.), 304 (illus.); kept in small memorandum books, 185–186, 186–189, 305; overview, 184–189, 303–305; physical description and custody history of, 185–186; W. Richards as scribe for, 184–189, 201, 269, 270; title page of, 190 (illus.)

LETTERS RECORDED IN JOURNALS

OTHER TEXTS RECORDED IN JOURNALS
L. Boggs affidavit, 176; W. Clayton journal excerpt (adapted in journal), 321–127; T. Moore, blessing for, 256; T. Reynolds requisition, 179; JS prayer, 117–119. See also Revelation—Specific JS revelations

Red brick store (Nauvoo, Ill.). See Store (JS’s red brick store, Nauvoo, Ill.)

Redding, Hiram, 484 (id.), 279

Redress (for Missouri losses), xv, 196, 258n376, 331n738.

Registry of deeds (Nauvoo, Ill.), 34, 40

Relief Society. See Female Relief Society of Nauvoo

Remick, Jacob Gilman, 484 (id.), 153, 157, 257, 336

Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, xxv n51

Repentance, 50n185, 65n259, 209

Restorationism, 26

Resurrection: baptism symbolic of, 147; O. Pratt preaches on, 329, 343; JS preaches on, 46n165, 358–361; mentioned, 325n711, 404

Revelation: and F. G. Bishop, 43–44; and J. Brewster, 205–206; A. Lyman discourse on need for, 350n841; and O. Olney, 260n385; publication of revelations, 549–555; revelations recorded in Book of the Law of the Lord, 5

Specific JS revelations: Revelation, July 1830–C, for Emma Smith [D&C 25], 45; Revelation, 25 Dec. 1832, on war [D&C 87], 306n609, 325n706; Revelation, 8 July 1838–E, for W. Marks, N. Whitney, and O. Granger [D&C 117], 24–25 (text in journal); Revelation, 19 Jan. 1841, on Nauvoo temple and Nauvoo House, proclamation to rulers of nations, baptism for the dead, and priesthood offices [D&C 124], xvi–xviii, 5, 17, 19, 97, 331n728; Revelation, 9 July 1841, for B. Young [D&C 126], 11 (text in journal); Revelation, 2 Dec. 1841, for M. Hyde, 37 (text in journal); Revelation, 22 Dec. 1841, for A. Fuller, 16 (text in journal), 20–21; Revelation, 22 Dec. 1841, for J. Snider, 16–17 (text in journal); Revelation,
INDEX 23

28 Jan. 1842, concerning Times and Seasons, 38 (text in journal); 39n136; Revelation, 19 May 1842, for Hiram Kimball, 58; Revelation, 12 July 1843, on plural wives and eternal marriage [D&C 132], xxiv. See also Doctrine and Covenants

Reynolds, Thomas: id., 484; E. Ford’s report to, 126n437; image of, 82 (illus.); mentioned in “Mormon Jubilee,” 237; offers reward for capture of JS and O. P. Rockwell, 160; requisition of to extradite JS, 79n313, 84, 85, 179 (text copied in journal), 203, 219–220, 222, 231, 235, 376 (illus.), 380–381 (full text); mentioned, 75n303, 77n307, 140, 153, 210, 383, 385, 391. See also Extradition—Missouri extradition attempt, 1842–1843

Rhodes, Erie, 48n175, 168
Rhodes, Hugh, 48
Rich, Charles C., 296, 508, 511, 520
Richards, Franklin Dewey, 484 (id.), 191
Richards, Heber, 71n285
Richards, Jane Snyder, 191
Richards, Jennetta Richards, 71n285, 243, 313n653, 339
Richards, Levi, 352, 365
RICHARDS, WILLARD: id., 485; handwriting of, 10–73, 12 (illus.), 22 (illus.), 61 (illus.), 72 (illus.), 93, 182 (illus.), 183, 189–375, 190 (illus.), 192 (illus.), 201 (illus.), 229 (illus.), 238 (illus.), 269 (illus.), 270 (illus.), 298 (illus.), 311 (illus.), 315 (illus.), 317 (illus.), 322 (illus.), 388–389; image of, xx (illus.); mentioned, 30, 37, 42, 47, 56, 63, 64, 65, 138, 214, 235, 236n246, 262, 289, 293, 299, 313n653, 319, 370n954

CHURCH ACTIVITIES

attends conference at Ramus, 10; attends Relief Society organizational meeting, 45n160; attends JS habeas corpus hearing, 216; and endowment ceremony, 53, 54; interprets dreams with JS and John Taylor, 29; invites men to chop wood for JS, 266; meets with JS and others, 33, 46, 57, 68; as member of Quorum of Twelve, 18, 20, 27, 38, 49, 248, 259, 329, 365, 372, 373n972, 507 (chart); mission to England, 71n285; to raise funds for building temple, 71n285; and settlement at Warsaw, 15, 16; signs affidavit supporting JS, 388–389; and JS bankruptcy hearing, 170, 173; JS explains records of Abraham to, 36; JS instructs concerning order of kingdom and management of business, 31; JS instructs concerning “Proclamation to the Kings,” 17; travels to Carthage with JS, 51; travels to Springfield with JS, 195

CIVIC, POLITICAL, AND MILITARY ACTIVITIES as member of city council, 278, 512 (chart); as Nauvoo Legion assistant chaplain, 521 (chart)

FAMILY AND PERSONAL administers to B. Young, 169n558; arrives in Nauvoo, xiii; attends W. Woodruff birthday celebration, 39n135; buys cow from JS, 264; in carriage accident, 242; dines at Agnes Smith’s, 27; falls from horse, 66; illness of, 67, 161, 244; moves family to Nauvoo, 8, 9, 71, 165n45; moves into JS’s home, 7, 26; questions JS concerning prayers of wicked, 193n25; remains in Nauvoo while JS travels, 314n67, 321–327, 403–406; returns to Nauvoo by boat, 89–90; sees “stream of light” in sky, 105; JS and ES visit, 249; JS consults concerning ES illness, 194; JS invites to dinner party, 243; as Thomsonian physician, 280; visits J. A. Bennet in New York, 133, 135, 191n15; visits J. Cooledge and V. Knight, 55; visits JS, 167; visits the sick with JS, 171; visits with F. Richards and wife, 191

RECORD KEEPING AND PUBLISHING and church printing establishment, 32, 33n106, 171; drafts court ruling for N. Pope, 234; journal of, 184 (illus.), 527; to procure record book for Quorum of Twelve, 171; as scribe for JS journals, 3–4, 5, 250n71, 26, 184–189, 201, 296; JS appoints as private secretary and historian, 9, 186, 191; JS appoints as temple recorder and personal scribe, 5, 11; and JS history, 171n566, 188, 193n21, 246–247, 263n400, 369; as temple recorder, 188, 340n774, 509 (chart); transfers Book of the Law of the Lord to W. Clayton, 71–73; writes “Truthiana” letters to Boston Bee under pseudonym “Viator,” 297n571, 312n644, 372n965

Richmond, Mass., 8
Richmond, Mo., 198n57, 199n62
Rigby, 320
Rigdon, Elizabeth, 97
Rigdon, Nancy (daughter of Sidney Rigdon). See Ellis, Nancy Rigdon
Rigdon, Nancy Gallaher (mother of Sidney Rigdon, 19n51
Rigdon, Sidney: id., 485; and Apr. 1843 conference, 329, 330–331; bankruptcy petition of, 51; J. C. Bennett writes letter to, 245–246; Justin Butterfield writes to concerning T. Reynolds requisition, 176, 224n207, 300n586; conflict with JS, 55, 36n212, 71, 123, 260, 319; counsel for defendant in Dana v. Brink, 281–293, 301; discourses, 501n181, 55, 57, 64, 68, 97; and Hochkiss purchase, 298n6, 234n231, 277n436, 327n718; image of, 98 (illus.); and Masonic lodge, 45nn158–159; meets with S. Douglas concerning JS extradition, 161; as member of city council, 511 (chart); as member of First Presidency, 374, 506 (chart); as Nauvoo Legion judge advocate, 515 (chart); and Nauvoo post
Rigdon, Sidney (continued)
office, 142n485, 168n553, 259n382, 264, 276n449, 361–362; Nauvoo property holdings, 436–437 (map); mentioned, 401n4, 64n252, 71n287, 162, 196, 198n58, 246, 257n370, 343

Rigdon, William, 19n51

Riley, William, 253n36
Riley, Alanson, 520
Robbins, John D., 70
Robinson, Angelina (Angeline) Eliza Works, 37
Robinson, Ebenezer: id., 486; describes laying of Nauvoo House cornerstone, 20n61; M. Hyde to move into home of, 37; as justice of peace, 63; and transfer of printing establishment to JS, 31, 33n106, 36, 38n128–129, 39n136, 171n569, 368n943; mentioned, 318

Robinson, George W.: id., 486; conflict with JS, 123, 172; Masonic lodge charges against, 249; as Nauvoo Legion cornet, 517 (chart); Nauvoo property holdings, 435 (map); withdraws from church, 97; mentioned, 319

Robinson, James, 435, 518
Robison, Chauncey, 487 (id.), 50, 92, 195, 327
Rockwell, Orrin Porter: id., 487; accused in shooting of L. Boggs, 79n312, 86, 377; accused of robbery, 77n306; accused of saying JS condoned stealing, 302; arrested for shooting of L. Boggs, 81, 307, 309n631, 312; requisition for extradition of, 179; and JS habeas corpus hearing, 231, 232; JS records name in Book of the Law of the Lord, 115; JS writes to Justin Butterfield concerning, 313, 323n694; warrant for arrest of, 83, 85, 113; mentioned, 380, 381–382, 384, 391, 401

Rockwood, Albert Perry, 487 (id.), 84–85, 296, 436–437, 515
Rogers, David: id., 488; discusses opposition to church with JS, 137; portraits of JS and ES by, 157, 158 (illus.); visits JS, 133, 151
Rolfe, Samuel Jones, 73
Rollosson, William H., 263, 264, 276, 277n458
Rose, Jeremiah, 265, 266
Rounds, Samuel D., 401n40

Roundy, Shadrach: id., 488; accompanies JS to Springfield for habeas corpus hearing, 195, 216; as a bishop in Nauvoo, 508 (chart); as Nauvoo Legion guard, 516 (chart); signs affidavit supporting JS, 388–389; JS invokes to dinner party, 243; mentioned, 42
Royalty, Thomas, 241
Rush, Benjamin, 281
Rushville, Ill., 424 (id.), 196, 240
Rusk, Benjamin D., 206
Russell, Daniel, 78n309, 243n274, 244, 332
Russell, Isaac, 243n274
Russell, Samuel, 78n309, 244, 332
Rust, William W., 299

S
Sabin, Elijah J., 193, 248n304
Saduccees, 252
Salem, Mass., 424 (id.), 131n447, 361n895, 362n902
Salisbury, Katharine Smith. See Younger, Katharine Smith Salisbury
Salvation, 50n185, 53, 146–148, 273, 372
Sanders, John, 24
Sangamo Journal (Springfield, Ill.), 235n234, 527
Sangamon Co., Ill., 424 (id.), 195, 200, 203, 204n83
Sarah (biblical figure), xxiv
Satan: appears as angel of light, 149; “buff etings of,” 44; and signs, 53, 251; JS teaches how to recognize, 257–258; and temptation, 18
Sayers, Edward: id., 488; JS hides at home of, 84, 85, 86, 92n348, 96; JS visits, 58
Sayers, Ruth D. Vose, xxvii, 299
Scammon, Jonathan Young, 488 (id.), 205
Schindle, George, 518
Scotland. See British Isles
Scott Co., Ill., 241n260, 368n938
Scovil, Lucius, 172n572, 249n309
Sealing, 525 (id.), xxv–xxvi, 146–148
Second Coming: imminence of, 150; W. Miller and, 262, 326, 342, 348; O. Pratt discourse on, 341–342; preparation for, 26; prophecies must be fulfilled prior to, 263, 279n470; signs of, 307n618, 310, 314, 339; JS prophesies rebellion in South Carolina as sign of, 324; voice answers JS’s prayer concerning, 325, 338; mentioned, 348, 359. See also Jesus Christ; Millennium
Seneca Co., N.Y., 424 (id.), 149
Sessions, David, xxvii n58
Sessions, Patty Bartlett. See Parry, Patty Bartlett
Sessions
Seventy (Melchizedek priesthood office), 369n950, 508
Sexual immorality: and G. Adams, 259n383; and J. C. Bennett, 60, 67n268, 75n302, 75n304; and Chauncey Highbee, 62n241, 63; O. Pratt accuses JS of, 79n311; JS denounces, 50, 56
Sharp, Thomas Coke, 489 (id.), 23, 123n427
Shearer, Br., 191
Sheldon, Crawford Bernon, 489 (id.), 58
Sherwood, Daniel, 301–302, 305n604
Sherwood, Henry Garlick: id., 489; accompanies JS to Springfield, 195; affidavit supporting JS, 388–389; and arrest of JS, 81; attends JS dinner party, 243, 246; attends JS habeas corpus hearing, 216; as city marshall, 261n388, 513 (chart); as member of Nauvoo high council, 508 (chart); as Nauvoo Legion guard, 516 (chart); JS records name in Book of the Law of the Lord, 95; and stonemcutters’ labor dispute, 169; travels to Springfield for JS bankruptcy
hearing, 173; mentioned, 61, 194, 260n385, 263, 278, 279, 341, 374
Shields, James, 205
Shoemaker, Jacob, 281n485, 287
Shokokon, Ill.: id., 424; J. Cowan and, 259, 265–266, 280n478; A. Lyman preaches in, 277; mentioned, 294, 314
Shorthand. See Taylor shorthand
Signs, 52, 53, 251, 258, 279. See also Second Coming
Signs of the Times (Boston), 326n717
Simpson, Josiah, 255n356
Sims, Hall, 257n364
Sin, 27, 250n318
Singing school (Nauvoo, Ill.), 255n356
Skinner, Onias Childs, 489 (id.), 281–293, 320–321
Slater, Richard, 374
Slavery, 220, 268, 307n619, 324. See also Negroes
Sleighing, 243, 265–266, 267
Sloan, James: id., 490; city council elects as recorder, 261; as clerk of municipal court, 364, 513 (chart); as general church clerk, 145n495; as Nauvoo Legion war secretary, 91, 518 (chart); and petition concerning JS extradition, 79n312; mentioned, 102, 373n793
Slocum, John Jay, 490 (id.), 214
Small, Elisha, 295n553
Smalling, Cyrus, 256n360
Smith, Agnes Moulton Coolbrith. See Pickett, Agnes Moulton Coolbrith Smith
Smith, Amanda Barnes, 102n378, 108n398, 111n401, 127n441, 128
Smith, Bathsheba Bigler, 168n942
Smith, Caroline Amanda Grant (sister-in-law of JS), 195, 169, 438
Smith, David, 302, 517
Smith, David Hyrum (brother of JS): id., 490; chooses general officers for Nauvoo Legion, 514; as member of city council, 511 (chart); as Nauvoo Legion brigadier general, 520 (chart); pedigree chart for JS, 438; JS records name in Book of the Law of the Lord, 117; mentioned, 46n168
Smith, Don Carlos (brother of JS): id., 490; chooses general officers for Nauvoo Legion, 514; as member of city council, 511 (chart); as Nauvoo Legion brigadier general, 520 (chart); pedigree chart for JS, 438; JS records name in Book of the Law of the Lord, 117; mentioned, 46n168
Smith, Don Carlos (son of JS), xxi, 438
Smith, Emma Hale (wife of JS; ES in this index): id., 491; accompanies JS on rides, 74, 165, 166, 243, 244, 313, 318; accompanies JS on visits, 67, 73, 249; alerts JS to danger of being captured, 96; allows J. Pitman to search house, 125; anniversary of marriage to JS, 246; appointed president of Female Relief Society of Nauvoo, 45; assists JS with appraising tithing donations, 32; attends closing of E. R. Snow school, 312n646; attends W. Woodruff birthday celebration, 39n153; T. Carlin praises, 114; compiles church hymns, 208n111; delivers petition to governor, 102n378, 108n398; evades T. King on visit to JS, 86; greets Saints arriving on steamboat, 352; Chauncey Higbee arrested for slander of, 63n247; illness of, 159–164, 171, 194; image of, 158 (illus.); pedigree chart for JS, 438; and plan to hide at pine country, 109, 110; purchases trimmings for new carriage, 254; requests JS to return home, 119, 143; returns to Nauvoo by boat, 89–90; sends messenger to J. Chambers regarding extradition, 85; JS records name in Book of the Law of the Lord, 93–94; visits JS in hiding, 83; mentioned, 42, 43, 55, 64, 100, 124, 136, 140, 154, 300, 305
Revelation for: 45n162
Smith, Frederick Granger Williams (son of JS), 70, 165, 357, 438
Smith, George Albert (cousin of JS): id., 491; as city alderman, 255n357, 260n386, 513 (chart); illness of, 171, 368; as member of city council, 511 (chart); as member of Quorum of Twelve, 20, 27, 79n311, 248, 259, 329, 365, 369n46, 372, 373n972, 507 (chart); mission to eastern states to counter false reports, 166n548; mission to raise funds for Nauvoo House, 368; as Nauvoo Legion assistant chaplain, 521 (chart); JS invites to dinner party, 243; visits JS, 143; mentioned, 294, 295, 375
SMITH, HYRUM (brother of JS): id., 492; pedigree chart for JS, 438; mentioned, 71n286, 85–86, 199, 225, 248, 267, 294, 296, 310, 316, 388
Church activities
call conferences throughout the states, 123; condemns theft, 334–335; defends temple committee, 341; discourses, 18, 77, 97–99, 121–122, 357; and endowment ceremony, 53, 54; meets with JS and others, 33, 68, 247; as member of First Presidency, xviii, 505–506 (chart); mission to eastern states, 131, 166; as patriarch of church, 49, 331, 507 (chart); presides over conference at Ramus, 10; speaks at F. G. Bishop church trial, 44
Civic, political, and military activities
accused of attempting to take away rights of citizens, 254; as member of city council, 255n357, 511 (chart); and Mormon War, 79n313, 198n58, 312; municipal court meets in office of, 36, 43; as Nauvoo Legion chaplain, 517 (chart);
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SMITH, HYRUM (continued)
and Nauvoo market, 261; petitions JS to publish court decision, 303n601; purchase of upper stone house, 275n444; and stonecutters’ labor dispute, 169; as vice mayor of Nauvoo, 58, 511 (chart)

FAMILY AND PERSONAL
accompanies JS to Springfield, 195; to accompany ES to pine country if needed, 109, 110; height of measured, 196; and purchase of steamboat, 350n843; JS invites to dinner party, 243; JS records name in Book of the Law of the Lord, 94; visits JS in hiding, 83, 92, 96, 108

FINANCES AND PROPERTY
bankruptcy, 51, 167, 170, 172, 173, 177, 178; co-signs note with JS, 234–235; forms Carter, Cahoon & Company, 276n453; and Hotchkiss purchase, 29n86, 234n231, 277n456, 327n718; Nauvoo property holdings, 435–437 (maps); JS gives power of attorney to, 31n98

Smith, James, 302
Smith, John (uncle of JS), 492 (id.), 83, 157, 336n753, 438
Smith, Joseph, III (son of JS), 198, 280n474

SMITH, JOSEPH, JR. (JS in this index): chronology for years 1839–1843, 409–413; images of, 69 (illus.), 158 (illus.), 221 (illus.); pedigree chart, 438; residence in Nauvoo, 432 (map), 436–437 (map); residences and migrations, xi (map); timeline of life, x

CHARACTER AND PERSONALITY
“a good looking jovial man,” 212; “in good spirits,” 85, 86; loves “to wait upon the Saints,” 23n65; “a rascal,” 225; “strictly virtuous,” 60

CONFLICT
accused of attempting to take away rights of citizens, 254; attacked by mob in Ohio, 257; with Baptist “priest,” 209; with J. C. Bennett, 53, 331n166, 60, 68, 73n302–304, 79, 122, 154–155; chased by mob in New York, 213; with A. Davis, 170; forced to flee Kirtland, 24n67; with T. Hunter, 170; with Kilbourne brothers, 277n307; with Hiram Kimball, 58; with Missourians, 122; with Nauvoo businessmen, 271–273, 355–356; with O. Pratt, 78, 79n311, 122–123; with S. Rigdon, 55, 56, 260, 319; with S. Rigdon and G. Robinson, 97n361, 123; with G. Robinson, 172; rumor of plan to kidnap and murder, 152

CORRESPONDENCE

Letters to: J. A. Bennet, 8 Sept. 1842, 137–143; L. Brooks et al., 15 Dec. 1841, 13; J. Bryan, 264; Wilson Law, 15 Aug. 1842, 87–89; Wilson Law, 16 Aug. 1842, 103–104; ES, 16 Aug. 1842, 107–110; “all the saints in Nauvoo,” 1 Sept. 1842, 131–133; “the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints,” 143–150

Letters mentioned: from G. Adams, 25n383; to G. Adams, 308; from J. A. Bennet, 1 Feb. 1843, 294–295; from J. A. Bennet, 20 Feb. 1843, 308; to J. A. Bennet, 17 Mar. 1843, 309n628, 312, 313; to R. Blennerhassett, 312; from L. Brooks et al., 13; from Justin Butterfield, 308; to Justin Butterfield, 313, 323n694; to T. Carlin, 24 June 1842, 77n307, 100, 101n370; to T. Carlin, 25 July 1842, 102; to Female Relief Society of Nauvoo, 48; to H. Hotchkiss, 29n86, 142n485; to E. Hunter, 5 Jan. 1842, 21n65; to E. Hunter, 9 and 11 Mar. 1842, 274n441; to A. Jonas, 318; to Wilson Law, 90; from “H. Legarde,” 362; to “A. Lits,” 36–37; to J. Page, 49; to W. Phelps, 27 Nov. 1832 [D&C 85], 7; to Quincy Whig editor, 62; from W. Richards, 133; to S. Rigdon, 12 May 1842, 55; to S. Rigdon, 27 Mar. 1843, 319; from ES, 23 Aug. 1842, 119; to ES, 8 Mar. 1843, 300; from L. Wasson, 110n400; to D. Wood, 361n12; from R. Young, 257, 318; to R. Young, 257n169; to church members regarding H. Smith and I. Galland, 31n98

DISCOURSES
on afterlife, 307; on ancient order, 73; on baptism, death, and resurrection, 46n165; on baptism for the dead, 47; on J. C. Bennett, 42, 67n269, 77, 79; on building temple, 51; on burial and resurrection, 358–361; on debts owed widows, 56n210; on employment for poor, 66n265; on eternal nature of relationships, 50n183; on R. Foster, 61; on gift of tongues, 18; on gifts of the Spirit, 212–213; on healing blessings, 321n195; on keys of kingdom and charity, 53; on Millennium, 200, 262; on Millerrism, 265; on nature of God and other topics, 325–326; on Nauvoo charter and registry of deeds, 34; on Nauvoo House and other topics, 271–275; on Nauvoo Legion, 74; on parable of prodigal son and other topics, 250–253, 321n690; on persecution by his enemies, 159; on prophecy, 206, 213, 265; on public morals, 56; to Relief Society, 45, 48, 63n250, 66n262, 124; on repentance, 50, 65; on resurrection, 358–361; on rumors, 50, 58, 60; to Saints arriving in Nauvoo, 164–165, 355–357; on Second Coming, 357–359; on setting up of the kingdom, 249; on spirits, 32; on treatment for cholera, 200; on uniting means to establish manufactories, 70; on vision
families and personal
administrators to B. Young, 169; advises Indians
to pray to Great Spirit, 361901; anniversary of
marriage to ES, 246; attends closing of E. R.
Snow school, 31266; attends S. Whitney
birthday celebration, 46; attends W. Woodruff
birthday celebration, 39415; Book of Mormon
prophecies concerning role of, 97–99; breaks
up fight, 268; brings runaway horse back, 265;
Buys horse from H. Wilson, 74; cares for L. M.
Smith, 278, 279, 297; in carriage accident, 165,
358; chops wood, 173; claims to “study law” by
napping with head on law book, 313; consults
W. Richards concerning ES illness, 194; crosses
Illinois River on ice, 240; cuts and draws large
oak tree, 267; directs W. Richards to include
more details in journal entries, 296; directs
workers at his home, 373; discovers vein of coal,
226; moves furniture in house to
Mercer County, 370n952; moves family to Nauvoo
and others on island, 83; mends bellows and
loans horse to O. Hyde, 280; meets with ES
and singing at Dutch’s tavern, 197; plays ball,
prairie with W. Clayton, 371; piano playing
turned away without food,” 213–214; out on
prepare for L. M. Smith’s arrival, 262; “often
digs horse radish,” 225; moves family to
Commerce, 354n859; moves family to
Rhode’s farm, 48; residence, 432 (map); and Hotchkiss purchase,
29886, 234, 277456, 312718, 351; instructs
that temple donations go through his office, 5;
asland speculator, 264n405; meets with back-
ers of proposed Warren settlement, 21; Nauvoo
registry of deeds, 34; and new store, 11, 17, 21;
pays Justin Butterfield for legal services, 234–
235; pays R. Peirce balance due on farm, 39;
and procures means to assist printer, 43; and pur-
chase of steamboat, 177589, 350843; pur-
chases Rhodes farm, 48; residence, 432 (map);
finances and property
assists in surveying land, 51; borrows money,
30, 57, 70, 177589, 193, 234–235, 264n405;
compiles list of assets and debts, 51; and I.
Galland, 29, 31, 32, 33; gives instruction con-
cerning deed, 42; Hancock Co. farm of, 433
(map), 434 (map); and Hotchkiss purchase,
29886, 234, 277456, 312718, 351; instructs
that temple donations go through his office, 5;
asland speculator, 264n405; meets with back-
ers of proposed Warren settlement, 21; Nauvoo
registry of deeds, 34; and new store, 11, 17, 21;
pays Justin Butterfield for legal services, 234–
235; pays R. Peirce balance due on farm, 39;
and procures means to assist printer, 27; and pur-
chase of steamboat, 177589, 350843; pur-
chases Rhodes farm, 48; residence, 432 (map);
with N. Rigdon, 531209; relationship with R.
Sayers, xxvii; relationship with P. Sessions,
xxvii; relationship with Agnes Smith, 46168;
relationship with E. R. Snow, 711291; relation-
ship with S. Whitney, xxiv n42; returns home
at ES’s request, 119, 143; W. Richards moves
into home of, 7, 26; rides with family and
friends, 166, 243, 244, 276, 300, 313, 358, 373,
374n974; rumors of plural wives, 274; sings
“Mormon Jubilee,” 236–240, 241, 243; sits for
portrait by D. Rogers, 157; sits for S. Maudsley
drawing of profile, 68; sleeps on sofa at J.
Adams home, 215; splices carriage axle, 242;
stays at J. Rose’s, 266; studies German lan-
guage, 191, 254, 255, 256, 263, 264, 267, 276, 279,
297; suffers from cold and hunger while incar-
cerated, 198; tomb of, 117, 118 (illus.); vision of
resurrection of family members, 360; willing-
ness to live in exile, 104, 108
Meals: at American House, 204; at M.
Crane’s, 266; has tea with breakfast, 305; with
O. Hyde family, 172; at B. Johnson’s, 325; with
Hiram Kimball, 67; at McQueen’s mills, 265;
at J. Rose’s, 265; at Agnes Smith’s, 27; with ES
and Twelve at printing office, 43
Visits: to Samuel Bennett, 362; to Selina
Bennett, 33; to U. Brown, 241; to E. Chase, 32;
to J. Coolidge, 55; by General Dudley, 40; to E.
Durfee, 293; to farm, 358; to R. Foster, 277; by
group from Farmington, Ia., 243; by O. Hyde,
372; to O. Hyde, 279; to B. Johnson, 323; to H.
C. Kimball, 268; to V. Knight, 55; to V. Knight
and A. Davis, 42; to S. Lyon, 193; by T. Mack,
96; to S. McCleary, 323; to “mound” with ES,
67; to H. Peck, 73; to W. Prentiss, 225; to W.
Richards, 249; with W. Richards and M.
Hyde, 67; to S. Rigdon, 71; to K. Salisbury,
242; by L. M. Smith and T. Mack, 119; to S. H.
Smith, 342–243; to N. Whitney, 293; by N.
Whitney and I. Morley, 120; to L. Wight, 54
of John and prophecy of Daniel, 344–347; on
women and priesthood, 52; on unspecified
topic, 19852, 49, 50, 64, 80, 122–123, 278, 327
INDEX 27
SMITH, JOSEPH, JR. (continued)
and sale of land to William and Wilson Law, 30; sells acreage outside Nauvoo, 358; sells cow to W. Richards, 264; and Margaret Smith letter of attorney, 42; store and farm provide family income, xxi; and taxes, 39–40, 71, 277; transactions with J. Remick, 153, 257, 336; as trustee-in-trust, 14–15, 29

Settlement of accounts: E. Chase, 36; R. Foster, 313; W. Marks, 46, 48; W. Niswanger, 49; E. Robinson, 36; O. Snow, 39

Health
boots “full of blood” during escape from Missouri, 199; “cheerful and well,” 162; “health would not admit of his going out,” 49; hoarse voice answers prayer concerning Second Coming, 325. See also Revelation

LEGAL INVOLVEMENT
affidavit of, in extradition case, 210, 387 (full text); arrested by Wilson Law based on T. Carlin proclamation, 193–194; arrested in Nauvoo for alleged complicity in shooting of L. Boggs, 81; bankruptcy hearing, 167, 170, 172, 173, 177; bankruptcy petition, 50, 50n187, 51; L. Boggs affidavit accuses of complicity in attempted assassination, 176; charged with treason, 199n60; A. Davis tried for abusive language about, 43; denies predicting violent death of L. Boggs, 101; discharged from arrest in extradition case, 233, 312n647, 390–402 (full text); documents relating to extradition, 235, 377–402; escapes en route to Boone Co., Missouri, 198, 279, 354; T. Ford advises JS to come to Springfield for judicial review of extradition case, 174n582; T. Ford issues new arrest warrant, 383–384 (full text); granted writ of habeas corpus, 204; habeas corpus hearing, 215–225, 227–233; hides to avoid arrest, 83, 84–85, 96, 109, 119n417, 125, 126, 163; Chauncey Higbee tried for defaming JS, 63; hoax letter accuses JS of high treason, 362; judgment against, in Ohio, 40n140; life in danger if extradited to Missouri, 112; orders Nauvoo Legion to rescue him if captured, 87–89; petitions T. Ford for new arrest warrant, 200, 235, 382–383 (full text); petitions N. Pope for writ of habeas corpus, 203, 235, 385 (full text); recounts experiences in Missouri 1838–1839, 198–200; requests copy of N. Pope court ruling, 235; requests help from J. A. Bennet, 141–142; T. Reynolds requisition accuses of being “accessory before the fact” in shooting of L. Boggs, 179; sues C. Street and M. Street for unpaid balance on steamboat, 350n843; travels to Springfield for habeas corpus hearing, 194–197

SPIRITUAL EXPERIENCES
dream and vision concerning safety in hiding, 108; God reveals that enemies unjustly pursue, 131; prophesies concerning habeas corpus hearing, 214; prophesies concerning A. Perry, 310; prophesies concerning registry of deeds, 34; prophesies concerning O. P. Rockwell, 309; prophesies concerning Second Coming, 338; prophesies concerning J. Sloan, 261; prophesies concerning Warsaw, 23–24; prophesies “I shall not go to Missouri dead or alive,” 209; prophesies Nauvoo will be “great city,” 233; prophesies of triumph over enemies, 132; prophesies rebellion in South Carolina as sign of Second Coming, 306n609, 324; prophesies success concerning arrangements for migration, 18; prophesies that he will drink wine with O. Hyde, 247; recounts angelic visitations, 149; vision of resurrection of family members, 360; voice answers prayer concerning Second Coming, 325. See also Revelation

Travel
to Carthage, 51; to LaHarpe, 74; migrates from Kirtland to Missouri, 24n67; to Missouri, 258, 263; to Ramus, 306–308, 321–327, 403–406; to Shokokon, 265–266; to Springfield, 194–197, 236–243; toward Shokokon, 314; to Washington DC, xv, 333

VIEWS AND TEACHINGS
on advantages of free government, 353; advocates price regulation for city market, 262; atmospheric anomaly as sign of Second Coming, 310, 314; attributes lack of injury in carriage accident to divine providence, 165; on baptism for dead, 47n170, 132–133; on U. Brown invention, 242; on capital punishment, 295; on caring for sick, 364–365; Christ “is a man like ourselves,” 324; compares conference to Millennium, 343; compares himself to other land speculators, 355–356; compares Nauvoo to hub of wheel, 294; completion of Nauvoo temple “an event of the greatest importance,” 26; on courage and liberty, 88–89; “covenant of secrecy” wrong, 49n182; on cowardice, 253, 273; “deep water is what I am wont to swim in,” 132; on defense against possible attack, 122–123; denounces “houses of infamy,” 56; disobeying leads to dissatisfaction and murmuring, 164; on doctors, 336; “don’t let a single corner of the earth go without a mission,” 370; earth will be Millennium, 343; explains meaning of Bible verses, 191; gift of tongues of benefit to missionaries, 18; God has body of
flesh and bones, 326; “gold and silver is the only safe money,” 274n441; great men “must not dwell upon small things,” 296; “I have no creed to circumscribe my mind,” 205; on importance of Nauvoo House, 330; “in multitude of council there is safety,” 104; intelligence gained in this life will continue in afterlife, 325; intelligence of immortals too powerful for mortals’ faculties, 195; on interpretation of scriptures, 251–252; on John’s vision and Daniel’s prophecy, 325, 345–346, 405; on laying on of hands by women for healing, 52n195; on leaving meeting just before close, 341, 361; “line upon line; precept upon precept,” 149; “maintain an even, undaunted mind,” 92; “Mormonism is the pure doctrine of Jesus Christ,” 138; on nature of a prophet, 256; on nature of sin, 27; on Nauvoo charter, 196; on Negroes, 197, 212; “no body is allowed to fight in this city but me,” 268; no lives would be lost if JS’s counsel followed, 122; only JS has “whole plan of the kingdom,” 123; place of burial is sacred, 359; pleased by “noble and liberal feelings on the part of the people” of Springfield, 234; prayer of “wicked man may avail a little,” 193; “principles in relation to progressive improvement,” 39; principles of virtue, 49; on prophecy, 206, 233, 262–263; recognizing angels, spirits, and devils, 257–258; on resurrection, 344; salvation of dead necessary for our own salvation, 148; on “shewing forth the kingdom,” 31–32; signs to be revealed in temple, 53; on sun and moon, 196; on those who purchase land in Nauvoo, 263–264; Twelve to “labor for their support,” 334; on unity, 354; on U.S. Constitution, 277–278; we should always acknowledge virtuous qualities in men, 138; “we should cultivate sympathy for the afflicted among us,” 358; when striking enemy, “strike the most deadly blow possible,” 295; would “back out” if not called of God, 337

Opinions of people: E. Baker, 210; J. C. Bennett, 67n269, 138–139; F. G. Bishop, 44n155; L. Boggs, 120; T. Carlin, 88, 108; W. Clayton, 94–95; Z. Coltrin, 369–370; E. Derby, 93; J. Dunham, 95; Jedediah Grant, 369–370; Joshua Grant, 369–370; E. Higbee, 38; D. Huntington, 94–95; Hiram Kimball, 58; J. Knight Jr., 115; J. Knight Sr., 115; Newel Knight, 115; William Law, 94–95; Wilson Law, 103–104; A. Lyman, 95; G. Miller, 94–95; A. Millikin, 95; Missourians, 115; J. Noble, 95; J. Parker, 95; J. Remick, 257n68, 336; L. Richards, 365; W. Richards, xiii; O. P. Rockwell, 115; T. Sharp, 23; H. Sherwood, 95; Alvin Smith, 116–117, 242–243; Don Carlos Smith (brother of JS), 117; ES, 93–94, 107; H. Smith, 94; Joseph Smith Sr., 116; L. M. Smith, 116; S. H. Smith, 95; speculators promoting “the hill,” 271; N. Whitney, 94

Smith, Joseph, Sr. (father of JS): id., 493; as patriarch of church, 256, 507 (chart); pedigree chart for JS, 438; JS records name in Book of the Law of the Lord, 116; mentioned, 117, 339

Smith, Katharine (sister of JS). See Younger, Katharine Smith Salisbury

Smith, Lucy (sister of JS). See Millikin, Lucy Smith

Smith, Lucy Mack (mother of JS): id., 493; and death of Alvin Smith, 36n870; illness of, 278, 279, 294, 297; to move in with JS family, 262; pedigree chart for JS, 438; JS invites to dinner party, 243; JS records name in Book of the Law of the Lord, 116; visits JS, 119, 157; mentioned, 110, 113, 117

Smith, Margaret, 42

Smith, Mary Bailey (sister-in-law of JS), 309, 313n653

Smith, Mary Fielding (sister-in-law of JS), 243, 245n285

Smith, Moses, 259, 260, 303n602

Smith, Robert F., 350n843

Smith, Samuel Harrison (brother of JS): id., 494; as a bishop in Nauvoo, 508 (chart); as city alderman, 512 (chart); as member of city council, 512 (chart); as Nauvoo Legion guard, 516 (chart); and Nauvoo Masonic Lodge, 50; pedigree chart for JS, 438; JS records name in Book of the Law of the Lord, 95; JS visits at Plymouth, Ill., 195, 242–243; mentioned, 51, 61, 374n974

Smith, Sophronia (sister of JS). See McCleary, Sophronia Smith Stoddard

Smith, William B. (brother of JS): id., 494; as assistant chaplain in Nauvoo Legion, 512 (chart); as editor of The Wasp, 137; as member of Quorum of Twelve, 365, 507 (chart); and Nauvoo Masonic Lodge, 50; and Nauvoo municipal charter, 173–174, 256; pedigree chart for JS, 438; visits JS in Springfield, 236; mentioned, 195, 197, 350, 369, 374n974

Smith, Mary, 42

Smokehouse (Nauvoo, Ill.), 424 (id.), 264, 319

Smut machine, 275n446, 355

Snider, John: id., 495; directed to arrange financing for British emigrants, 18n48; as member of Nauvoo House Association, 275, 509 (chart); mission to England, 16–17, 31n99, 32, 38, 47, 249; as Nauvoo Legion guard, 516 (chart) Revelation for: 16–17

Snow, Arntesia Beman, 36n895

Snow, Eliza Roxey: id., 495; delivers petition to governor, 102n378, 108n398, 111n401, 127n441
Snow, Eliza Roxy (continued)
handwriting of, 131–133, 137–143, 143–150, 144 (illus.); image of, xx (illus.); “Jubilee Song,” 320; lives with JS family, 131n449; as poet, 66n264, 245; relationship with JS, 71n291; as scribe for 1841–1842 journal, 4, 5, 8; JS attends closing of school of, 312n646; JS invites to dinner party, 243; mentioned, 128
Snow, Erastus, 361, 362
Snow, Lorenzo, 351–352, 367
Snow, Oliver, 495 (id.), 39
Snyder, Adam W., xvi
Snyder, Robert, 57
Snyder, Samuel, 263
Soby, Leonard, 371, 508, 517
Sollars, William, 212, 213
Somers (ship), 295n553
South Bainbridge, N.Y., 246n290
South Carolina, 306n609, 324
Spencer, Daniel: id., 496; as member of city council, 255n157, 260n386, 512 (chart); mentioned, 70, 261
Spencer, Orson: id., 496; as city alderman, 255n357, 513 (chart); Nauvoo property holdings, 436–437 (map); and ordinance regulating currency, 278; as side justice in mayor’s court, 281, 319; JS explains scripture to, 30; JS preaches at home of, 42; mentioned, 170, 296, 301
Spencer, Philip, 295
Spencer, William, 508
Spirit of God. See God; Holy Ghost
Spirits, 32, 53, 257–258
Spiritual manifestations. See Gifts of the Spirit
Springfield, Ill.: id., 424; good feelings manifested toward JS by citizens of, 183; municipal charter, 129, 174; and JS bankruptcy hearing, 167, 173; JS travels to for habeas corpus hearing, 193n23, 194–197; mentioned, 33, 34n113, 42n148, 45n161
Stafford, David, 209
Stake (ecclesiastical unit), 525 (def.); 10, 13, 24–25, 508
“Stand” (Nauvoo, Ill.), 424 (id.)
Stevenson, Mrs., 196
Stick pulling, 507
Stiles, George W., 50
St. John’s Day, 68
St. Louis, Mo.: id., 424; O. P. Rockwell arrested at, 307, 309n631, 312; steamboats carrying immigrating Saints detained in, 352; store goods detained in, 17; mentioned, 350, 358
St. Louis Gazette, 318
Stoddard, Br., 166
Stoddard, Sophronia Smith. See McCleary, Sophronia Smith Stoddard
Stoddard, Sylvester, 436–437
Stonecutters, 169
Store (JS’s red brick store, Nauvoo, Ill.): id., 424; counting room located in, 5; image of, 23 (illus.); location of, 436–437 (map); W. Marks to be paid in goods from, 48n177; opens for business, 21; JS’s office located above, 11, 319; special council in upper room of, 29; supplies arrive for, 17, 70; mentioned, 33, 34n113, 42n148, 45n161
Stors, George, 263n399, 326n717
Stotts, William, 84n325
Street, Charles B., 309n843
Street, Marvin B., 309n843
St. Thomas, Virgin Islands, 295n553
Stuart, Moses, 326n717
Sun, 196, 263, 316, 339. See also Astronomy
Susquehanna River, 149
Swazey, Ezekiel A. M., 496 (id.), 74
T
Taney, Roger B., 386
Tate, Harvey, 195, 243, 292
Taylor, Agnes, 39n135
Taylor, Frederick, 250
Taylor, Hawkins, 84
Taylor, James, 496 (id.), 109, 163, 164n543
Taylor, John: id., 496; accompanies JS to Springfield, 195; accompanies JS to James Taylor home, 109, 162; affidavit supporting JS, 388–389; attends conference at Ramus, 10; attends JS habeas corpus hearing, 216; counsels Saints to tarry at Warsaw, 16; discourses, 164, 165, 243, 347–348; as editor of Nauvoo Neighbor, 309n630; as editor of The Wasp, 137n467; as editor of Times and Seasons, 38n129, 39n136, 279n471, 358n880, 368; interprets dreams with JS and W. Richards, 29; meets with JS and others, 48, 80; as member of city council, 79n312, 255n357, 511 (chart); as member of Quorum of Twelve, 18, 20, 27, 248, 259, 329, 365, 373n972, 507 (chart) and Nauvoo Legion, 351 (chart), 521 (chart); Nauvoo property holdings, 436–437 (map) and printing office, 157, 171, 318n670; rebaptism of, 47n170; and Relief Society presidency, 45; JS invites to dinner party, 243; JS visits, 362; mentioned, 42, 133n458, 163, 205, 206, 208, 209, 245, 250, 338, 344, 349, 361
Taylor, Leonora Cannon, 39n135, 243
Taylor, Mr., 205, 253
Taylor, Robert, 267, 268, 279, 302n596
Taylor shorthand: instances of, 61 (illus.), 63, 268, 270 (illus.), 295, 297, 298 (illus.), 300, 316; transcription of, xxxviii
Temple, xvi–xviii, 525 (def.), 208. See also Nauvoo temple
Temple (Kirtland, Ohio), 425 (id.), 302–303
Temple committee (Nauvoo, Ill.): def., 525; accused of mismanagement, 333, 340–341; compensation of members, 160; composition of,
509 (chart); lumbering operation of, 68n274; plan to lay temporary floor in temple, 163–164; JS instructs concerning donations, 5, 14–15; JS satisfied with report of, 159–160; JS settles stonemasons’ charges against, 169–170; and W. Weeks, 351n845; mentioned, 332, 334, 370, 372n970

Temple recorder (Nauvoo, Ill.): W. Clayton appointed as, 8; office accepts donations only on Saturdays, 29n87; procedure for recording donations, 332n735; responsibilities of, 509; W. Richards appointed as, 5, 11

Terre Haute, Ind., 425 (id.), 197

Théâtre (Springfield, Ill.), 425 (id.), 236

Theft: “band of desperadoes” in Nauvoo area, 316; of cattle and horses from Potawatomi Indians, 363; J. Ells acquitted of, 266; D. Holman and J. Dunn confess to, 335; T. Morgan claims JS taught “it was right to steal,” 302; O. Olney and N. Nurse charged with, 259–260; J. Remick accused of, 336; rumor of Mormons stealing corn near Terre Haute, 197; secret group condones stealing from non-Mormons, 334; D. Sherwood accused of, 301–302; JS accused of in Missouri, 198; JS accuses son of R. Cahoon of stealing cucumber, 302; JS and Twelve condemn growing problem of, 334–335; JS forbids church members to take wood from Half-Breed Tract, 337; R. Taylor and T. Morgan charged with, 267, 268

Thompson, Br., 357
Thompson, Edward, 435
Thompson, Mercy Rachel Fielding, 497 (id.), 329, 363
Thompson, Robert B., xxi, 3, 171n666, 513, 515
Thompson, Samuel, 374
Thomson, Samuel, 28n499
Tidwell, Br., 267
Tidwell, John, 313n685
Tiffin, Ohio, 370n944

Times and Seasons: Book of Abraham published in, 39n134, 40, 40n141, 41 (illus.), 42, 530; copy placed in cornerstone of Nauvoo House, 20; copy placed in cornerstone of temple, 73n295; provides context for JS journal entries, 527; publishes JS history in installments, 369; JS as editor of, 39, 42; JS directs Quorum of Twelve members to edit, 38; mentioned, 235n234, 279, 312n644, 368

Tinsley, Seth, 210n212

Tithing: def., 526; JS and tithing donations, 29, 31, 32, 34, 36; tithing office, 23 (illus.), 29n87

Tomb (of JS, Nauvoo, Ill.), 116–117, 118 (illus.)

Tomkins, 377

Tongues, gift of. See Gifts of the Spirit—Tongues

Topham, John, 374n974

Tracy, Nancy Alexander, 73n295
Translations, 36, 42

Treason: JS accused of in hoax letter, 362n901; JS charged with for role in Mormon War, 198–199, 204, 214n147, 312n647; mentioned, 141, 154, 176n85, 233

Troybridge, Mr., 214

Trumbull, Lyman: id., 497; image of, 202 (illus.); and Missouri extradition attempt, 1842–1843, 198, 200, 382, 383–385

Trumbull, William, 384

Trustee-in-trust: compensation of, 160; donations must be directed to, 331, 332n735; members of Twelve testify regarding JS’s actions as, 167; JS elected as, 10n23, 332n736; JS responsibility as, 170, 355n863; mentioned, 14–15, 29

“Truthiana” letters, 312n644, 321, 372

Tulley, Allen, 194

Turley, Theodore: id., 497; accompanies JS to Springfield, 195; affidavit supporting JS, 388–389; attends JS habeas corpus hearing, 216; moves family to Commerce, 354n859; Nauvoo property holdings, 436–437 (map); and proposal for brewery, 299, 302; JS invites to dinner party, 243; mentioned, 225

Turpin, Jesse, 351n67

Tuttle, Smith, 29n86, 277n456, 351n844, 432

Twelve Apostles. See Quorum of the Twelve Apostles

Tyler, John, 362

U

Uncle Sam (Boston, Mass.), 310

Union Co., Ill., 425 (id.), 236

United States of America: id., 425; Act respecting Fugitives from Justice, 127n440; Bankruptcy Act of 1841, 51n189, 51n191; inventions for defense of, 241–242; Land Ordinance of 1785, 15n39; Mormons proselytize throughout, 351
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